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Preface and Acknowledgements 

This monograph is the result of a meeting held in Washington, DC, on July 21, 2015. It is the fifth such 

annual meeting for the Altarum Center for Sustainable Health Spending (CSHS). We are extremely 

grateful to the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for their generous support of this symposium. The 

foundation’s funding for the fourth consecutive year has given the event continuity and has imparted 

increased visibility and prestige.   

We thank Katherine Hempstead, our Robert Wood Johnson Foundation program officer, for her guidance 

and encouragement. In particular, she suggested that we include an opening session that gave the 

audience a view from Capitol Hill. Moreover, the foundation’s support of our Health Sector Trend 

Reports enables us to keep our finger on the pulse of the health economy. 

The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the views of the 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. 

Superb logistics, communications, media, and audiovisual assistance was provided by David Arbor, 

Maureen Berg, Michele Brandon, Alison Gary, Marijka Lischak, Lonnie Moore, Ken Schwartz, Chris 

Weaver, and Jim Wetherill. Extensive editorial input to this monograph was provided by Erin Duggan 

Butto and Erica Munoz-Rumsey. 

We received valuable advice guiding the entire symposium project at several critical junctures from our 

colleagues Charles Roehrig and George Miller. 

Please note: We have edited the July 21, 2015 presentations for clarity, and have added links that became 

available after the event.  

A complete (4-hour) video of the event is available at: www.altarum.org/cshs/meetings.  This site also 

contains the materials for our previous meetings. 

For any questions or comments, please contact: 

Paul Hughes-Cromwick, paul.hughes-cromwick@altarum.org, 734-717-9539 
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Welcome, Introduction and Session I 

Katherine Hempstead 

Good morning. I am Kathy Hempstead from the 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. I am very 

excited about this day, as it is my first time 

attending one of these august events about which I 

have heard great things. I love the agenda. We 

have many very smart people in the room and not 

much time, so I think we should get things going. 

Anne Montgomery from Altarum Institute will 

lead our first panel. 
  

Anne Montgomery  

Good morning, everyone. I am Anne Montgomery with Altarum Institute’s Center for Elder Care and 

Advanced Illness. Welcome. I want to thank the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for graciously 

supporting us. Thank you to Kathy for helping to convene and fund the symposium that features many 

amazing health economists and policy thinkers. I have the distinct pleasure of moderating a panel of true 

congressional health policy experts. 

 

Having spent a decade on Capitol Hill, I can attest to the positive differences that seasoned, talented staff 

can bring to developing solutions and strategies for addressing complex health issues, such as the ones that 

face the U.S. health care system today. We are now gearing up to determine how to provide services to a 

far larger population of older adults than ever before in our history. The graying of America has major 

implications for the programs that are celebrating their 50th anniversaries this year, for the seniors that 

count on them, the taxpayers who support them, and the providers who deliver services: 

 Medicare 

 Medicaid 

 The Older Americans Act 

 

With much to discuss and little time to do so, I will begin with very brief speaker introductions. 

 

Liz Jurinka is chief health advisor to the Senate Finance Committee, Democratic staff. In this position, Liz 

advises Sen. Ron Wyden of Oregon on all matters related to health care policy, including Medicare, 

Medicaid, private health insurance, and the implementation of the Affordable Care Act. Liz has worked 

previously for Rep. Melissa Bean of Illinois. She has a master’s in government from Johns Hopkins 

University. 

 

Jay Sulzmann is legislative director for Sen. Johnny Isakson of Georgia, where he oversees the senator’s 

legislative policy priorities in general and advises on health policy issues under the jurisdiction of the 

Finance Committee and the Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee, both of which Sen. 

Isakson serves on. Earlier, Jay worked for Congressman Wally Herger of California. He holds a bachelor’s 

degree in political science from Rhodes College in Memphis. 

 

Lisa Grabert is a professional staffer for the Health Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means 

Committee, and she works for Chairman Paul Ryan of Wisconsin. In her capacity on Ways and Means, she 

has responsibility for the Medicare Part A portfolio. She has worked at the American Hospital Association 
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and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), where she focused on value-based purchasing 

initiatives. She has a master’s in public health from Emory University. 

 

Amy Hall is the Democratic staff director for the Subcommittee on Health of the House Ways and Means 

Committee, and she works for Rep. Sander Levin of Michigan in that capacity. She has a long and 

distinguished career on Capitol Hill, having previously worked for the Energy and Commerce Committee, 

both as staff director and earlier as a professional staff member. She also headed the Office of Legislation 

at CMS from 2009 to 2011. She holds a master’s degree in public administration from the University of 

Delaware. 

 

We are extremely lucky to hear from an all-star staff about what they see coming up this year on the health 

care policy horizon. We again thank them for their incredibly important work and for attending this 

morning. 

 

A lively discussion ensued, featuring questions from the moderator and audience that are not 

transcribed herein. You can watch the full video session here. 
 

  

http://altarum.org/research-centers/center-for-sustainable-health-spending/meetings-videos-highlights-and-reports
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II. Health Care Costs and Payment Policy 

Ceci Connolly 

Good morning again, everyone. That was a fabulous discussion in the first session. It is always productive 

to hear insights from the Hill, especially from a group of true health experts.  

 

In years past, when I have had the honor and pleasure of participating at this symposium, we have spent 

considerable time discussing forecasts of the health care spending growth rate. At PwC, we have just 

released our 10th annual forecast, Medical Cost Trend: Behind the Numbers 2016, and we have provided 

copies for you.  

 

However, in this session, we will pivot to new work on payment models. As everyone in this room 

appreciates, fee-for-service medicine has resulted in significantly misaligned financial incentives in our 

health care system. With each passing day working in the health field, I become more convinced that fee-

for-service must go. I also appreciate, as it is progressively documented, that up to 30% of total health care 

spending is what is frequently dubbed waste—everything from duplication, unnecessary care, medical 

errors, etc. 

 

I am, accordingly, especially grateful to the Altarum team for choosing this topic today, because I believe 

it is highly relevant to broader discussions around what we are spending on health care and whether this 

spending represents a sustainable growth rate for the country. We are very fortunate to have two experts, 

who also happen to be two of my favorite people, to delve into this complex topic. I was pleased that the 

Hill panel discussed the possibility of a value-based purchasing program in post-acute care, because that is 

clearly a significant potential reform. 

 

Len Nichols is the director of the Center for Health Policy Research and Ethics at George Mason 

University. Mark McClellan is the director of the Health Care Innovation and Value Initiative at Brookings 

Institution. Neither need more elaborate introductions than that. We shall begin with Len, who will 

respond to an absolutely critical question.  

  

http://altarum.org/sites/default/files/uploaded-publication-files/PwC%20HRI%20Behind%20the%20Numbers%202016_Full%20Report.pdf
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Len Nichols: Payment Reform: How Is It Working So Far? 

I am very proud to be on a panel with Ceci and Mark. Moreover, when I looked at the full-day agenda and 

saw the august set of folks who are going to speak, I am quite amazed they let me in the building. This is 

an exciting day. I remember when the Altarum Center for Sustainable Health Spending was a twinkle in 

the eye of its key staff members, and now, this morning, you are the lead shout-out from Inside Health 

Policy. The CSHS has officially made it, and this is probably the last time you will invite me to your 

annual meeting, but I am certainly glad to be here today.  

 

My outline is to first spend a minute on what the heck is payment reform, because it turns out it is a many-

splendored thing. Next, I turn to what we hope payment reform will accomplish. Then I review the 

evidence thus far along three dimensions. I conclude by suggesting what we should watch for in the near 

term—that is, besides getting ready for Mark’s talk. 

 

This wonderful group, Catalyst for Payment Reform, which engages, among other things, in estimating 

how much spending is value-based, has an interesting take on defining payment reform: anything that is 

not traditional fee-for-service, if it is linked to quality or value. Yes, that is quite broad, but still, I think, a 

good place to start. 

 

There are several relevant models, including:  

 Pay for performance (P4P), 

 Patient Centered Medical Homes (PCMHs), 

 Bundled payment, 

 Partial capitation, 

 Global capitation, and 

 Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs). 

 

To state the obvious, not all PCMHs are the same, nor are ACOs.  

 

The relevant Medicare programs include: 

 Value-based payment for hospitals and physicians; 

 Medicare Advantage quality bonus payments; 

 Medicare Shared Savings ACOs; 

 Alternative payment models, especially those included in the sustainable growth rate policy fix; 

and  

 The wide array of pilots sponsored by the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Innovation (CMMI).  

 

In light of the expertise of many in the audience, I will focus on the primary care transformation 

programs—that is, the Comprehensive Primary Care Initiative (CPCI), Multi-Payer Advanced Primary 

Care Practice (MAPCP), and the Health Care Innovation Awards. Since Mark practically invented ACOs, 

discretionary wisdom tells me to let him talk about them. I will also cede the topic of bundling to him, 

since he is a doctor and understands those things. 

 

Key questions for us to consider include: 

1. Must there be downside risk? I believe this to be a nontrivial aspect for future progress. 

2. How do private and public incentive programs align? Almost every clinician I have ever met wants 

one set of incentives, one set of reporting requirements, and one set of feedback loops. The 

Catalyst for Payment Reform says that about 38% of hospital spending, 10% of specialist 

spending, and 24% of primary care physician spending is now value oriented. Again, while that is 

a broad perspective, it nevertheless indicates progress. 

http://www.catalyzepaymentreform.org/
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3. Then, to a point Ceci made, what percentage of alternative payment model penetration will be the 

tipping point to sound the death knell of fee-for-service? I think we all struggle with this question. 

4. A final, extra-credit question (to be on your lunchtime exam): Does market-based update reduction 

count? Honestly, I think it does, because these reductions stemming from the Affordable Care Act 

provision signaled to hospital-sector leaders, “Holy cow, these people are serious this time!” This 

reduced and capped their revenues per admission and was something over which they had no 

control, since it is a function of economy-wide productivity (something economists love, since we 

are the only ones who can define it). Again, this was completely outside the control of a hospital 

CEO, and therefore, it was truly an exogenous shock. Every single year, they have to make their 

hospital at least as efficient as the economy as a whole, or they will fail to break even. This is 

obviously not trivial. I also believe that the readmission penalties and hospital acquired infection 

penalties have had multifaceted impacts and are precursors and harbingers of significant payment 

reform.  

Figure 1 

 

Figure 1 shows all of the programs CMMI is sponsoring (there will also be an exam on this later today!). I 

think this map, maintained by America’s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP), is outstanding (Figure 2). Each 

little icon represents a class of payment reform—medical home, ACO, bundling, global cap—and every 

state in the Union, even Mississippi, has one or more dots. (Some of you know I grew up in Arkansas, 

where I woke up every morning—prayed to the Lord, “Thank God for Mississippi,” because we were 

always better than they were.) If they did not sneak across the river and steal a medical home and stick it 

back into Mississippi, they too are now doing payment reform. This is progress. 
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What do we expect from payment reform? Three things: 

1. We want to bend the cost curve, meaning, in the short run, reduce cost growth below trend, which 

would clearly be progress. However, what some folks want and, apparently, Massachusetts has 

now decreed is for health care cost growth to equal gross domestic product (GDP) growth. Of 

course, we all actually want to bring down health care spending absolutely, to have the U.S. level 

approach that of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) average. 

We will wait for the introduction of the Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB) to 

accomplish that. 

2. We want to align the interest of “enough” participating providers with cost growth reduction to 

make it permanent and close to GDP growth, but how many is enough? My fundamental notion of 

public policy is to use it to align self-interest with the social interest, and that is exactly what good 

payment reform should do. 

3. Obviously, we want to make the pursuit of quality outcomes and actual health more profitable than 

volume per se. 

 

Figure 2 

 

What is the macro impact so far? Everyone loves Figure 3. For those of us who have followed national 

health spending forever, you see the stair step we grew up with and now—drum roll—completely constant. 

There is the massive recession and other factors, but the new constancy is stark. This graph stops in 2013 

because it comes from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid [Services] (CMS) actuaries, and they are 

subject to a significant lag. As I will discuss, Altarum estimates spending with a considerably shorter lag. 
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The point is that constant spending growth for 5 years is amazing. Joe Biden might call it a big deal or 

something else.  

Figure 3 

 

 

This Health Affairs paper shows the impressive results when we move from about 5% average growth to 

3%, and these colored bars illustrate the cost factors (Figure 4). In particular, blue is price and red is aging. 

The bad news is that we are aging; the good news is, we are aging slowly, so price growth has a notable 

effect. Utilization, in green, bounces back in the 2 most recent years from its unprecedented low levels. 

The big story is historically low price growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/34/1/150
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Figure 4 

 

 

I use the CMS actuaries’ data to distinguish private and Medicare spending growth (Figure 5). I submit 

that the substantial drop in Medicare growth (the blue line) reflects the market basket update reduction and 

the cuts to Medicare Advantage plans. Those policies did have the biggest effect on what we count as the 

impact of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).  
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Figure 5 

 

 

Figure 6, from Altarum, indicates that health care spending has begun to creep back up, 6% in May 2015, 

with the major culprit being prescription drugs. We see hospital prices rising less than 1% in 2015, from 

nearly 2% in 2014 (Figure 7). Physician prices actually fell in 2015—explains why doctors are so thrilled 

with life in general and the sustainable growth rate reform in particular.  
 

Figure 6 
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Figure 7 

  

Figure 8 shows drug spending as a major contributor of recent growth. If spending is rising and prices are 

stable, then utilization must be the source. Red is utilization and blue is price growth over time (Figure 9). 

I personally love this graph and think Charlie Roehrig should win a Nobel Prize for it, since so much of 

what we want to know about health care history is here. The simple message is that utilization is returning.  

 

You might infer, therefore, that payment reform is failing because a major goal is reducing utilization, 

particularly in hospitals and emergency departments, by better aligning incentives. Yet this period of 

accelerating utilization growth coincides with dramatically expanded coverage. (This is the reason God 

invented econometrics, and researchers will eventually sort out all of this.) Clearly, we have a major 

countervailing force. Covering 20 million people is going to swamp payment reform; it represents a 

massive shock. The critical question is whether the rate of growth will come back down once the newly 

insured are absorbed. 
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Figure 8 

 

 

Figure 9 

 
 

What do we know from the evidence about individual programs? Figure 10 shows results from the first 

year of the Comprehensive Primary Care Initiative, the biggest medical home experiment run by the 
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government, involving over 2,700 doctors and multiple locations. The top set of rows shows cost changes, 

and the bottom set of rows shows quality effects. On average, we see a minimal impact. Medicare 

expenditures and service use went down 2%, but if you count fees, the net is up 1% and not statistically 

significant. There were some effects on hospitalizations and emergency department use. The single source 

of this activity is Oklahoma. (Stand there and tell me you would have bet on that.) We see very large cost 

changes (-7%, -5%, -7%, -7%), but before you do the Sooner call, notice the very large reduction in 

quality. I have no idea what is going on here, but that is a reduction in the percentage of diabetics who got 

all four things they are supposed to get, only two of which I can pronounce. A 21% reduction in anything 

is not a good plan. 

 

I now turn to other early evaluation results. The Multi-Payer Advanced Primary Care Practice 

Demonstration (MAPCP) actually began before the ACA. The central condition was that Medicaid had to 

be front and center; that is, if you enrolled Medicaid and 50% of your covered lives in the employer sector, 

then Medicare would join. Two of the eight programs showed reduced cost growth; there is limited 

evidence on utilization thus far, and quality and experience-of-care data are not yet available. These 

evaluations are relatively recent. Indeed, the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) Web 

page lists about 40 reports that were released in the last 2 months (after I agreed to do this talk. I thought 

preparing would be easy, and then they produce 40 reports; I read 6, which is all I could personally 

handle). 

 

Besides the primary care demonstrations, I reviewed two of the most interesting innovation challenges. 

CMS asked providers to tell them how they wanted to be paid, perhaps the most creative thing CMS ever 

did. Of those that were hospital based, 7 of 10 have n’s that are too small, and there is no statistically 

significant impact in the others during the first year. Then I looked at targeted, complex, high-risk patients, 

most of whom are dual eligibles with multiple comorbidities and other issues. There were 23 awardees, but 

unfortunately, they did not get data agreements in place in time to permit analysis for the first report. 

CMMI was forced to produce these reports before they were ready.  

 

From the private sector, I reviewed the Patient-Centered Primary Care Collaborative, which is a 

compilation of considerable work. They produce a report each year and carefully distinguish between the 

peer-reviewed work and the industry company analysis, assembling it all in one report so that you can 

draw your own conclusions. I looked at the peer-reviewed papers from 2014: 6 of 10 showed reduced 

costs, 12 of 13 had reduced utilization in the categories of greatest concern, 2 of 3 showed improved 

quality (fewer results, because many of the studies did not yet have quality data), and 4 of 4 had improved 

patient satisfaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://innovation.cms.gov/initiatives/Multi-payer-Advanced-Primary-Care-Practice/
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Figure 10 

 
 

There has been significant improvement in the Medicare Program on the quality front. Figure 11 shows a 

large reduction in ventilator-associated pneumonia, elective delivery, obstetric trauma rate, and so forth, all 

very good news.  

 

What should you conclude, and for what should you be watching? The evaluation results are very 

preliminary, and the impact of continuous quality improvement is cumulative; I cannot stress that enough. 

While I am clearly an optimist, it seems to me that the glass is still a bit more than half full. The map in 

Figure 2 shows that much of the private sector has adopted similar if not identical payment models that 

seek to move toward congruence with the public sector so that clinicians face one set of incentives. For 

now, the incentive programs are largely version 1.0, designed in a very simple fashion. Life is certainly 

more complicated. They are learning and changing, but plans have, I think it is fair to say, not been 

uniform in their willingness to be creative and take required steps; thus, expect significant future changes.  

 

There is a shift underway from pure claims to using claims coupled with clinical metrics to measure 

quality and determine rewards, but it is proceeding more slowly than many of us had hoped.  

 

Implementation is trying to follow the Road to Emmaus. Uwe Reinhardt is not here, but we have a deal 

where each of us mentions Jesus in every talk we give. Emmaus occurred after the resurrection, which, you 

might imagine, was a controversial and confusing event. Two people are walking down the road, and a 

third person comes up and asks, “What is happening?” They relate all of these crazy stories about Jesus 

and walk and walk only to finally realize that the third person is the risen Jesus. The Road to Emmaus 

means he came to where they were. Payment reform entails plans going where the providers are. The 

providers are not where we want them to be, and while such a process is bound to produce mixed results 

over time, it may be the only way to get the providers fully engaged. 
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We need new institutions for this next and lasting phase. Small providers do not want to bear downside 

risk, for obvious reasons. Institutions providing reinsurance would help them bear that risk. They may also 

need a coaching infrastructure “on call” for transition to optimally coordinated care. One of the great 

lessons across all of the reports I have studied in the last 2 weeks is that practices want mechanisms 

tailored to them. They recognize that, for example, diabetics and comorbid patients need special focus, but 

they do not know exactly how to modify their particular practices and processes to do that. They are eager 

to learn, but they need tailored advice.  

 

We may need a more subtle antitrust policy. (I considered this assertion before I knew Marty Gaynor was 

going to be on the program.) Nonetheless, the consolidation pressures may turn the efficiencies we are able 

to engender into higher margins. What will we do to counter that? Thank you very much. 

 

Figure 11 
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Mark B. McClellan: Health Care Costs, Outcomes, and Payment Policy 

I too would like to thank Altarum for the opportunity to be here today. The work the Center for Sustainable 

Health Spending does to track spending—and understand the underlying causes—is quite important. Tying 

this into the reforms in provider payment gives us a good opportunity to emphasize the importance of the 

consequences for these reforms on cost savings, and on health outcomes. Len did an excellent job of 

reviewing all of those reports and identifying key findings. 

 

I will devote most of my time to looking forward to where we seem to be headed, and why, and identify 

some of the key challenges in achieving more consistent cost reductions and quality improvements. I will 

focus on accountable care organizations (ACOs) and population-based approaches to payment reform, 

illustrating some of the program results so far.  

 

A very broad range of initiatives qualify as payment reforms. It is remarkable to see bipartisan legislation 

from Congress regarding such reforms and alternative payment models. What are these, exactly? Even the 

legislation fails to provide a clear definition. Nearly anything that is not fee-for-service (FFS) can count, 

thus there is extensive discretion for CMS in setting Medicare payment policies.   

 

There are many payment reforms that do not fundamentally change the way that providers are paid 

because they remain based on the FFS payment model. I want to highlight what I call alternative payment 

models for health care providers. In the episode-based version, payment is linked to quality and cost for a 

specified episode of care. This type of payment is case-level, and examples include elective procedure and 

hospital admission episodes, and certain primary care medical homes. 

 

In contrast, there is the whole person version where provider payments are linked to quality and cost for a 

specified population. This type of payment is person-level, and examples include ACOs, capitation models 

with associated performance measures, and comprehensive care for frail patients. They are accountable in 

terms of getting better results at lower overall cost. The advantage of this model is flexibility in how they 

get resources to provide services. Care that is not reimbursed under FFS could get more support under 

these alternative models. 

 

We do not need to do this at a population level. There are many examples of accountable care payments or 

reforms where payment is linked to quality and cost for a specified episode of care. Consider elective 

procedure episodes such as bundled payments for hips and knee replacement, as recently announced by 

CMS. There are also medical home payments for primary care providers that are tied to actual 

improvements in outcomes and reductions in cost, versus simply paying more for process of care 

measures. Of course, there are other types of approaches for episode-based accountable payment reforms.   

 

I will now discuss the ACO payment reforms for which we do have considerable, emerging evidence. 

Medicare and the private sector are increasingly adopting this approach to payment reform. Figure 1 comes 

from the tracking we do in our accountable care collaborative effort.  
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Figure 1 

 

 

Figure 2 presents a high-level summary of early results. I emphasize, as Len did, that these programs are 

still relatively new. In the case of Medicare, they began in 2012, and for many of the private sector plans, 

begun thereafter. For the Medicare ACOs, savings have been on the order of 1-2%. An analysis that CMS 

sponsored, showed 3% savings in the Pioneer Program, which demonstrates that how you do the 

evaluations does impact the magnitude of the results. I believe that these evaluations employ credible 

methods, but the challenges are great, including problems identifying control populations and the trends 

that would have prevailed in the absence of the reforms. Nonetheless, we see consistent cost reduction 

estimates, albeit small magnitudes, only 1% or 2% in the first two years.  

 

The evaluations also consistently show large impacts on measured quality, that is, performance measures 

pertaining to a patient population including improvements in patient access to care based on patient 

experience, diabetes care measures, and others.   

 

In contrast to Medicare, many of the private insurers have moved further away from FFS, not only shared 

savings models, but also accepting downside risk. An example is the Massachusetts Blue Cross Alternative 

Quality Contract. These private approaches typically provide up-front support such as per-member per-

month payments (which Medicare largely hasn’t done), or in-kind assistance in the form of embedded case 

managers, better data and analytics, or more guidance and confidence for the providers. As such, they are 

able to change practice significantly to reduce cost and get to a higher comfort level with assuming that 

risk. 
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Unfortunately, in the private sector there has not been a consistent use of publishable, quality evaluation 

methods. This makes it more difficult to generalize results, though some appear to be very promising. The 

Massachusetts Blue Cross example is probably the best evaluated one. It showed larger savings and quality 

improvements over time compared to the baseline, but it certainly would be helpful to have more 

comprehensive evaluation results.   

 

Medicaid is also implementing these programs. With the vulnerable populations covered by Medicaid, 

many of the influences on health care costs and outcomes are even more prominently related to resources 

that are not considered traditional health care, such as sustainable housing, coordinated access to substance 

abuse programs, etc. These initiatives are very innovative in redirecting health care dollars away from 

needless and costly emergency room visits in patients with mental illnesses to better treatment programs, 

but they have not received sufficient funding through state Medicaid programs or other support. Again, 

very promising albeit premature results. 

 

Figure 2 

4

Growing (Preliminary) Evidence on

Accountable Care Organizations

Medicare ACOs

7.8 million beneficiaries

405 MSSP ACOs

19 Pioneer ACOs

First year results:

Higher measured quality

Approx. one-quarter beat cost benchmark

1-2% overall savings vs benchmarks

Second year results:

11/23 Pioneers earned shared savings

~1% overall savings vs benchmarks

Substantial improvement on quality 

measures

Commercial 

ACOs

16+ million beneficiaries

(Over 300 plans)

Typically larger payment and benefit 

reforms than Medicare ACOs

Early results (not consistently analyzed):

Improvement in measured quality

Variable reported savings, 2-12%

Medicaid ACOs
Over 40 ACO contracts in 19 

states
Limited results so far, but promising 

impacts for some high-risk beneficiaries

 

Within the overall results I have described is a wide range of performance. Figure 3 comes from a Health 

Affairs Blog that we did on the early Medicare ACO Shared Savings program results. The vertical axis is 

performance relative to the financial benchmarks adopted for each ACO.  The horizontal axis is 

performance on quality measures. Better quality performance and lower cost is shown at the top right. The 

chart is mostly noise. Many ACOs did well in terms of improving quality as indicated by the clustering 

towards the right side, but there is little consistency in reducing their benchmark spending trends. A 

minority of the ACOs accounted for all of the program savings. A few lost money in the first year or did 

badly relative to their benchmarks; however, most of them are operating on a one-sided shared savings 

http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2015/11/04/medicare-acos-continue-to-show-care-improvements-and-more-savings-are-possible/
http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2015/11/04/medicare-acos-continue-to-show-care-improvements-and-more-savings-are-possible/
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model. There is still much to learn about how to generate more confidence in using payment reform to 

achieve savings.   

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 provides a summary of where the Medicare ACO program may be headed. It likens moving away 

from FFS as a measure of how much flexibility and new opportunities there are to reform care delivery, to 

pay for items such as telemedicine, home-based care, wireless monitoring, or using team-based approaches 

including pharmacists. These services do not get much or any reimbursement in traditional Medicare.  The 

further you are away from FFS, the more you can redirect those types of resources. I would like to 

emphasize that the existing Medicare ACO programs reside mostly in the bottom left corner of this chart 

where they are either in the Shared Savings Program or in Track 1. Track 2 and Track 3 introduce 

downside shared risk and some opportunities for moving to a partial capitation model—not heavily based 

on FFS, but still close to the traditional model. This is not surprising given the previous slides showing that 

many organizations are not confident they are able to do better under these new kinds of payment models 

than they have in the past. 

 

CMS has proposed their next generation ACO model, shown as Track 4 in the chart. This illustration 

evokes a spectrum between FFS on the one end and fully capitated payment with significant accountability 

for results, at the top end. This is perhaps where Medicare Advantage or fully integrated payments are 

headed. One of the concerns that we have already discussed today is generating savings through reduced 

utilization. If this occurs in large organizations there may be some risks—not to Medicare where there is 

much more price regulation—but in the rest of the healthcare system from higher prices due to market 

power. 

 

Interestingly, nearly all the first year savings in the Medicare Shared Savings Program derived from small 

physician-led ACOs that were not directly affiliated with hospitals. Under shared savings, they have 

different financial incentives than an ACO that has physicians involved and has to consider the 

consequences for the organization’s revenues in terms of lost hospitalizations, in contrast to a physician 

group where savings translate directly into more net revenues for the practice.  
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Yet, we can imagine different rules or guidance about how much downside risk sharing might be required 

for smaller versus larger organizations that are implementing these types of reforms. Clearly as experience 

with these models accrues, there will be more evidence on overall cost impacts. For very large 

organizations, there is no good reason for not having more extensive reporting—not only on Medicare cost 

impacts, but also on private sector cost impacts. Indeed, these large integrated organizations believe they 

have a better, lower cost capacity to produce that kind of comprehensive data and use it to manage care 

more effectively. 

 

Figure 4 
  

 
 

 

 

Medicare and HHS overall have emphasized their strong commitment to moving to newer payment models 

(Figure 5).  What I have described as accountable payment reform aligns with categories three and four of 

the HHS framework proposing the goals of 30% in 2016 and 50% in 2018. To achieve those payment 

reform levels, they must move beyond ACOs and Shared Savings Programs to programs for primary care 

providers that involve partial capitation models (PMPMs), with accountability for overall cost.   

 

This approach can also fit with bundled payments for episodes of care that deal with specialty providers.  

Many payers, including Medicare and those in the private sector, are developing models for oncology, 

renal disease, or other kinds of advanced condition payments that are not necessarily managed by primary 

care physicians. This also applies to discrete episodes of care.  A more challenging area involves payment 

reform for cardiologists, endocrinologists, and others who are working in collaboration with primary care 

providers.   
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Figure 5 

 
 

Medical homes by themselves do not make it easier for specialists to spend their time coordinating care. 

We need to find more efficient ways to work with primary care providers since under FFS, their 

contribution is not well supported. There is a growing interest regarding medical devices and prescription 

drugs to move away from the FFS model towards payments that are tied to results or demonstrated impact 

on value for the patients treated (Figure 6).   
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Figure 6 

11

Future of Payment Reform

Medical Homes for 

Primary Care
• Supports care coord, 

prevention, chronic 

disease mgmt, and 

other key primary-care 

activities

• Rewards reductions in 

primary care-related 

cost trends 

Bundled Payments for 

Specialty/Intensive Care 

and Post-Acute Care
• Combine payments across 

providers involved in 

specialty care

• Rewards greater efficiency 

and quality within the 

episode of care

ACO/Shared Accountability Payments
• Reimburses population-level improvements in 

quality and overall per-capita costs

• Encourages coordination across the continuum of 

care

• Can reinforce/ support “piecewise” accountable-

care reforms

• Timely and consistent 

methods for sharing data and 

analytics to improve 

performance

• Meaningful, consistent 

performance measures 

derived from care data

• Rapid evaluation of reforms 

and expansion of successful 

reforms

Performance-Based Payments for Drugs, Devices
• Reimburses improvements in results and reductions in 

costs for devices and drugs

• Supports targeting treatments to patients likely to benefit, 

not greater volume

 
Regulatory barriers in the US impede some of these changes since our payment systems for drugs and 

devices are premised on a FFS model whereby providing resources to the hospital from a device 

manufacturer to help track patients over time, or providing data or complementary services to bring down 

the supply costs of performing an operation can be perceived as kick-backs. It is entirely reasonable to 

prohibit these behaviors under a FFS payment model, but this makes it even more challenging to obtain 

payment alignment for drugs and devices under reform models.  

 

I would like to briefly discuss the Health Care Payment Learning and Action Network (HCP LAN). With 

support from CMS, this is a collaboration between the public sector and a broad range of private sector 

organizations. Mark Smith and I co-chair the committee overseeing this effort. Its mission is to accelerate 

the health care system’s transition to alternative payment models by combining the success of the private 

sector with the power and reach of the public sector. It has the following goals: 

 In 2016, at least 30% of U.S. health care payments are linked to quality and value through 

Alternative Payment Models (APMs) 

 In 2018, at least 50% of U.S. health care payments are so linked 

 These payment reforms are expected to demonstrate better outcomes and lower costs for patients. 

 

It is just now getting off the ground with workgroups focusing on clarity of definitions around payment 

reforms and then building consensus and leveraging the work of the Catalyst for Payment Reform and 

other groups (Figures 7 and 8). Efforts also include overcoming specific obstacles to episode-based 

payment models that I earlier described, for example, generating more widespread adoption of bundled 

payments for hip and knee replacements, or bundled payments for other types of patients such as oncology. 

We also work toward broader adoption of population-based models like ACOs, and collaborations among 

employers and purchasers to identify and implement consistent best practices for payment reforms.   
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This is clearly difficult work with serious obstacles. Obstacles that can be overcome involve gaining better 

data and support systems where providers have more timely information. In particular, when performance 

measures that matter for these payment reforms come from their own systems rather than from Medicare, 

the relevant information might not be available to the providers until after the fact. A better data support 

system can truly accelerate reform. I think we are developing a better understanding of quality measures, 

and spending and resource use measures. Yet, turning these into confident, predictable bases of payment 

requires dealing with several technical issues—what Lucian Leape called “component-ware” in payment 

reform, such as attribution methods, benchmarking, and ensuring that the methods used are reliable, valid, 

and work for small providers through steps such as limiting their exposure to unpredictable risk.   

 

Finally, it is essential to gain a better understanding of what are the meaningful payment reforms that can 

be tied to these performance metrics and data systems. This is still very much a work in progress, but I 

think there is a tremendous opportunity for better and faster evidence guiding these reforms. While many 

reforms are being implemented as I speak, unfortunately they are not necessarily using sound 

benchmarking or control group methods. Better evaluation methods through a public private collaboration, 

an issue that the Learning and Action Network is emphasizing, could help accelerate progress.   

 

Figure 7 
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Figure 8 

 
 

Much accomplished already, but far more results are needed for payment reform to be a key part of overall 

health care reform in the future. I am hopeful that we will keep making progress to get there. Thank you all 

very much. 

 

Editor’s note: Please see this Health Affairs Blog by David Muhlestein and Mark McClellan for an update 

on ACOs in 2016.  

 

Session II. Questions and Answers 

  

Ceci Connolly 

 

Wonderful Mark, thank you. We do have time for questions. 

 

Paul Hughes-Cromwick 

This is somewhat of a catch-22 question from our web audience: policy makers want to know if a program 

works, but how do we respond if we lack definitive answers? How do we keep the appetite for innovation 

alive at the state and federal level? 

 

 

 

http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2016/04/21/accountable-care-organizations-in-2016-private-and-public-sector-growth-and-dispersion/
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Len W. Nichols 

My first reaction is compared to what? Some of these results are quite positive but not in every example.  

The important step is to determine what made it work in A and B but not for C and D, and then tackle how 

to spread innovations that work. Second—and I say this with many battle scars from Capitol Hill 

testifying—patience is a virtue! While it takes time to do proper evaluations, you will be well-served by 

allowing these to play out because you will learn significantly more than you will by pulling the trigger 

early. 

 

Mark B. McClellan 

As we gain experience across these varied reforms, key themes seem to emerge. Providers want better, 

timelier data on where their gaps in quality lie to use to actually improve care and reduce costs without 

compromising care. As I tried to make clear, that is a continuing challenge. The good news is that more 

progress on getting timely data and analytics to providers involved in payment reforms can also be a basis 

for doing better, faster evaluations. CMS, for example, has reduced the time that it takes to get data to 

providers. They certainly could do more to provide data, especially to the smaller practices. This entails 

not only the raw data, but providing clarity on how they are performing on the measures on which CMS is 

evaluating them. If CMS were to do that for certain control groups, you would have built-in mechanisms 

for evaluation in these populations. As such, better and faster evaluations could occur rather than on a one-

off basis. 

 

Ceci Connolly 

We did not see widespread adoption of electronic medical records until there were financial incentives. Is 

that what it takes to engage the doctors? 

 

Mark B. McClellan 
To participate in accountable payment reforms, you must produce the measures. The diabetes measures, 

for example, do not come from claims data, but rather from clinical data. One example: the South Texas 

ACO involved a physician-led group that did achieve sizable savings in the first year. They used the 

Meaningful Use incentives to adopt IT systems. Unfortunately, the physician practices had adopted a 

different IT system and were not able to talk to each other. They spent their first year using rudimentary 

data extraction to assemble a basic spreadsheet on their patients with diabetes and other high-risk patients 

to check off whether they were receiving the needed care improvements. This does not have to be high 

tech! 

 

Jill Dowell – Vice President – National Association of ACOs 

Do either of you have predictions for performance year two? Also, with the bundling efforts that are being 

expanded, how will that affect an ACO’s ability to, as you put it, reallocate resources? 

 

Ceci Connolly 

Should we be asking her those questions? 

 

Mark B. McClellan 
Yes! The first year results were a mixed bag and the program has not changed fundamentally in the second 

year. I would not expect something dramatically different. Many of the ACOs that are in the Shared 

Savings Program have had difficulties in moving to fundamental changes. They have had concerns about 

data and encountered obstacles that CMS is addressing. I expect to see incremental progress there. One of 

the most important questions for further ACO development is, will there be more evidence that larger, 

more integrated organizations can achieve significant savings. That was not a big part of the positive 

results in the Medicare Shared Savings first year program. The positive results stemmed mainly from 

smaller groups. In the Pioneer Program, there are clearly large organizations that did well, but they are 
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moving beyond shared savings. Knowing the best way to get off the dime of shared savings only, 

especially for larger organizations, is a challenge. 

 

Len W. Nichols 

First, I would be very careful to separate what is the first year in the program for some entities from the 

second year of ACO results. Many groups entered late, thus they are operating in their first year. Second, 

the data are extremely important!  I love the hunger that exists across this country among the providers 

who see the future. They understand that they have to become more efficient and they want the data to 

guide them. In my opinion, the private sector is doing a better job of getting real-time data to providers and 

they have made a serious commitment to doing that in some of the more advanced systems like Michigan, 

CareFirst, etc. 

 

Ceci Connolly 

That is also where we see a lot of the VC money and entrepreneurial activity right now.  

 

Len W. Nichols 

As it should be. 

 

Ceci Connolly 

I will close with a simple question for the two of you. The Administration has announced quite ambitious 

goals with respect to value-based payment in Medicare. Why not just double-down on Medicare 

Advantage? 

 

Mark B. McClellan 
I do not think that the programs are exclusive. One of my charts showed the range of payment options. 

Medicare Advantage has, and will continue to grow. It is a fully integrated risk model that some provider 

organizations are now using. Within MA though, many of the private plans are also struggling through 

how to move to payment incentives for their providers that are not FFS based. They are doing some truly 

innovative things that I think are driven by the MA model that will have benefits for the way that Medicare 

pays in the FFS system. That is certainly the goal of this public private collaborative effort around 

identifying best payment models and trying to facilitate alignment as I earlier described. 

 

Len W. Nichols 

We are not smart enough to know what size fits all, so we are better off having real competition. Payment 

reform serves to equip providers to become more able to compete with Medicare Advantage and that is 

exactly what we want. 

 

Ceci Connolly 

I could stay and talk to these two all afternoon, but we need to move on to our next panel.  Thank you both 

Mark and Len. 

 

 

Editor’s note: Please see this CMS report, issued on May 2, 2016, for an update on the CMS Quality 

Measure Development Plan: Supporting the Transition to the Merit-based Incentive Payment System 

(MIPS) and Alternative Payment Models (APMs). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/Value-Based-Programs/MACRA-MIPS-and-APMs/Final-MDP.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/Value-Based-Programs/MACRA-MIPS-and-APMs/Final-MDP.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/Value-Based-Programs/MACRA-MIPS-and-APMs/Final-MDP.pdf
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III. Health Spending and Special Cost Factors 

Melinda Buntin 

Sitting in the audience I wondered why the symposium organizers subbed me in for the astute and eloquent 

moderators Anne and Ceci before me. Then I looked at the number of people on this panel and realized 

that they needed a former Congressional Budget Office (CBO) budgeteer and a current academic, because 

the CBO budgeteer could be relied upon to count and divide and look at how far behind schedule we 

already were, while a current academic would ensure that time would be made for Zack, who is last on this 

panel, because he is going to cite said academic! 

Charles Roehrig: Has the Spending Slowdown Ended? What Path Are 
We On? Is it Sustainable? 

It is an honor to be included on this august panel, as well as joining with the caliber of the people in our 

audience. Thank you to Kathy Hempstead and RWJF, and a round of applause for Paul Hughes-Cromwick, 

as without his energy and perseverance we would not have this fine meeting.  

 

My goal today is to present a big picture context. I lean toward the macro side of health economics, and 

have learned much from Tom Getzen (in the audience today), who is one of the premier macro health 

economists. I will attempt to answer three big questions: 

1. Has the slowdown in health spending growth truly ended, or has it merely been interrupted? 

2. What spending path does this put us on?   

3. Harkening to our research center’s name, is this new spending path sustainable?  

 

Figure 1 comes from our most recent Health Sector Economic IndicatorsSM Spending brief. The shaded 

bars indicate recessions; the very wide one is the great recession that we endured from December 2007 to 

June 2009. The blue line is the growth in health spending and the dotted red line is gross domestic product 

(GDP) growth. That recession was huge both in breadth and depth, and health spending growth dropped to 
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about 4% in 2009 and stayed there through 2013, which is, as Len pointed out, the most recent year for 

which we have official data. (Editor’s note: in December 2015, The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services (CMS) released the official data for 2014 and also dramatically lowered the growth rate for 

2013—from its already historically low rate of 3.6% to an even lower 2.9%). 

 

Our estimates from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) data and a direct look at the Quarterly 

Services Survey shows definitively that we have interrupted this roughly 4% growth rate in health 

spending that persisted for five years. What does this mean, what are we learning about the current growth 

path, and what can we learn from the trajectory witnessed prior to the recession? 

 

Figure 1 

 

 

By prior I mean the period lasting almost 30 years leading up to the recession. Plotting the growth in real 

per capita health spending using total national health spending against the growth in real per capita GDP 

results in the dots shown in Figure 2. The trend line for the period 1980 to 2007 has a slope of 25%. In 

economics jargon, this is akin to the nation’s marginal propensity to spend on health care. That is, we spent 

about 25% of the growth in our nation’s income on health care. 

  

http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/35/1/150.full.pdf+html
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Figure 2 

 

 

This is one of many different types of health care cost curves that we analyze. Gene Steuerle introduced 

this concept to us at this symposium two years ago. If we hold the marginal propensity to spend on health 

at 25% of GDP, this automatically brings down the “excess” growth rate. With smoothing, you can see that 

the underlying excess growth rate has fallen from a rate of GDP plus about 4% in 1980 to GDP plus 1.3% 

in 2007 (Figure 3). This decline in the excess growth rate is a direct consequence of having a fixed 

propensity to devote roughly 25% of our added income to health care. 
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Figure 3 

 

 

What about the historic slowdown after the recession? We saw about 4% growth for the first time in the 

50-year history of the health accounts, persisting for five years (Figure 4). Specifically, we slowed from 

roughly 6.5% right before the recession to 3.9% after, a 2.6 percentage point decline. Economy-wide 

inflation measured by the GDP deflator fell by 1.6 percentage points. Thus, of the 2.6 percentage point 

decline, more than half is due to lower price inflation. Spending on everything grew more slowly because 

we had very low price inflation across the entire economy.   
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Figure 4 

 

 

Other contributors to the decline are various “cats and dogs” in the health accounts—spending on 

structures, public health, dental care, and lower prescription drug spending. In the pre-recession period, 

Medicare Part D prescription drug coverage was implemented. Accordingly, before the recession, there 

was unnaturally high prescription drug spending, and the post-recession period witnessed Lipitor, Plavix 

and other blockbuster drugs going off patent. This resulted in almost zero growth in drug spending 

(properly measured, accounting for price lags and the speed of adopting generics, we had negative price 

growth).   

 

Medicare deserves credit, even more than it would first seem, because the enrollment rate grew by two 

percentage points. In spite of that, Medicare contributed to the slowdown. Spending on health care 

services—hospitals, physicians, nursing homes, and home health by private sector payers—did not slow 

down at all from pre- to post-recession.  The take-away message is that most of the slowdown explanation 

is prices, some of it is miscellaneous factors (some of which are certainly related to the recession), but 

there is only a one percentage point residual to be divided between the recession and structural health 

spending.   

 

This does not mean that the policy community was not working to contain structural factors, but our efforts 

in this regard are like bailing water out of a boat, and we were bailing fast before the recession and we 

have been bailing fast since the recession. Indeed, we have to bail even faster to make an impact on 

reducing the growth rate of spending because we have been working at it steadily over this whole time 

period.   
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How does the slowdown fit into the overall curve? Figure 5 shows that it did not bend down, rather it is 

bending up because the recession was so profound that it knocked economic growth far off the trend line. 

In 2007 it suddenly jags to the left because real per capita GDP actually fell while health spending 

continued to rise. The result is a path well above a line where we are expecting health spending to account 

for a consistent 25% of our extra national income (which had suddenly turned negative). Starting in 2013, 

we would need a health care spending growth rate of GDP plus 0% for 10 years to return to the trend line!  

 

Figure 5 

 

 

In 2014, as best as we can estimate, we are experiencing about a 5% growth rate (Figure 6). Most of that 

stems from quickly rising prescription drug spending from very low single digits to double digit growth. 

Yet, toward the end of the year, we see increases in health services utilization, likely due to expanded 

coverage and the strengthening economy which has finally exhibited real signs of life.  

 

Directly applying the Quarterly Services Survey for the first quarter of 2015 gives a year-over-year growth 

rate of 7.5%. I do not think it will stay there. The impact of the Hepatitis C drugs will wane as quarterly 

comparisons to year earlier periods become steeper. This leads me to believe there will be no additional 

growth coming from that factor. All signs tell me that prescription drug spending growth is heading lower 

and I believe that by 2016, with muted price growth, we will return to 5% or even sub-5% growth in health 

spending.  However, I do not think we will return to the 1980-2007 path.  

 

Let us look ahead to 2017 when economic recovery hopefully produces a full-employment economy and 

most of the effects of expanded coverage will have been realized, as described in the latest CBO 

projections. (I would like to give a hearty shout out to CBO’s wonderful, detailed data, without which I 
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would not possibly have made progress on this work!) Suppose from 2017 forward, we maintain the rate of 

increase in health spending at 25% of the growth in GDP. This translates to a line shifted up and parallel to 

the original curve.  

 

Using CBO projections of 1.2% per year growth for real per capita income (much slower than the 2% 

growth experienced between 1980 and 2007), this will put us on a path of GDP plus 0.4% by 2035. With 

GDP projected to grow about 4.2% per year, the implied health care spending growth rate would be 

slightly below 5%, which is where my crystal ball points me. Sean Keehan informs me that the CMS 10-

year forecast is to be released next Tuesday, so I am truly going out on a limb here being so definitive! 

 

Please keep in mind that for national health spending to grow at GDP plus .5%, it will require the per 

beneficiary cost trends for Medicare, Medicaid, and commercial insurers to be about GDP plus zero due to 

the aging of the population (based on some rough modeling I conducted). 

 

Figure 6 

 

The final one of these big questions: is GDP plus .5% sustainable? Figure 7 shows the percent of GDP 

collected in tax revenues on the horizontal axis, and the percent of GDP going to national defense and 

other non-health expenditures on the vertical axis. I excluded the amount that CBO projects for Social 

Security spending and included 0.5% for interest payments on the national debt. Point A represents the 

long-term average of the percent of GDP going to defense and non-health. It also sits at the long-term 

average of the percent of GDP collected in taxes, and it happens to be where we are today as well.   

 

Remarkably, to reside at point A, we need to turn health care into a profit center for the federal 

government! The most extreme line I show is GDP minus 4%, essentially zero growth in health care. Yet, 

this is insufficient. The ultimate rate must go deeply into negative territory to sustain point A, leaving 

nothing left for health care spending.   
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Point B, GDP plus 0.5%, is much more reasonable and roughly where I project we will end up. It implies 

taxes increased to nearly 25% of GDP from its historical average of 18%. (These percentages fell slightly 

from previous versions because GDP was shifted up about 3% due to various technical factors; you may 

have noticed that we keep hitting the figure of 18% of GDP devoted to health care spending for the “first 

time.”) Sliding down the diagonal holds health spending growth steady at GDP plus 0.5%, but this 

dramatically shrinks spending on national defense and other non-health items to 3% of GDP.   

 

We are currently at about 8.3% of GDP devoted to defense and other non-health expenditures. It is 

eminently clear that we confront serious spending trade-offs. My final point, that only occurred to me a 

week ago, is that this framework can be usefully married with another area of research in which we are 

involved, the role of the social determinants in health production. Education, income, and other factors are 

generally more important to population health than medical care.  

 

Figure 7 

 

 

Important work shows that European countries spend less on health care than the U.S., but compensate 

with higher social service spending, and obtain better population health outcomes. The jury is definitely 

out on this thesis, but my point is that non-health spending largely represents social programs. Thus, the 

triangle is illustrating the trade-off between the cost of medical care continuing to grow, and reduced 

spending on social programs, which many believe we are already shortchanging (Figure 8). The next 20 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/books/2013/10/27/book-review-the-american-health-care-paradox-why-spending-more-getting-less-elizabeth-bradley-and-lauren-taylor/ynV1Sl5n0jZ1FUN817j4XN/story.html
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years will surely present many challenges in this domain, and I hope we will be here then to reassess where 

we stand! 

 

Figure 8 

 

 

Editor’s note: Please see the forthcoming Health Affairs Blog, “Health Spending Growth Has Slowed – 

But Not Nearly Enough to Avoid a Triangle of Painful Choices.” 

 

Louise Sheiner: ACA Sustainability, Productivity Growth and the 
Complex Relationship between Medicare and Private Provider 
Payments 

Melinda Buntin 

Next we turn to Louise Sheiner who has done fascinating research at the Fed and has recently moved to the 

Brookings Institution. 

 

Louise Sheiner 

 

Thank you so much for having me today. I also want to talk about sustainability but in a different sense 

than Charlie, that is, whether the Affordable Care Act (ACA) provider payment cuts are sustainable.  

 

First, some background. The ACA changed the way in which Medicare payments are updated each year. 

Formerly, according to statute, CMS would analyze hospital wages and other input costs and would then 

increase DRG payments by the same amount. Input costs rise, hospital reimbursement follows suit.   
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Now, reimbursements are equal to changes in input costs less the rate of estimated economy-wide 

multifactor productivity (MFP) growth. This change makes sense since wages can rise without prices 

going up, meaning that the real wage increases due to productivity increases. Hospitals could pay their 

workers more because they did not require as much labor to do the same tasks as before, thus total costs 

would not necessarily rise. In essence, we were overpaying because we were not capturing productivity 

increases. This change affects all Medicare Part A providers and most non-physician Medicare Part B 

providers. 

 

Are these cuts sustainable? The CMS trustees have been issuing “illustrative alternative” projections to 

analyze whether the cuts are sustainable and whether Congress should consider repealing them or making 

them less onerous. They also project what Medicare spending would be under that alternative scenario. 

What does sustainability mean in this context? I consider two potential meanings: 

 Enough to maintain the current level of services 

 Enough to ensure that Medicare patients continue to get the same level of care as private-pay 

patients. 

 

In the first case, if the productivity of the health sector was exactly equal to the economy-wide productivity 

then the reimbursement increases would be just enough to pay for the same level of services as in the 

previous year. 

 

In the second case, are reimbursements sufficient to ensure that Medicare beneficiaries have access to the 

same providers and service level as non-Medicare beneficiaries? It could be that it is acceptable to 

maintain the same level of services, while non-Medicare beneficiaries enjoy a higher level of services and 

this creates a growing wedge between Medicare and private care, which could lead to access problems. 

This changes the current program, from our perspective that Medicare and private patients see the same 

providers, they are not segmented.  

 

The chief worry is that measured health productivity is lower than economy-wide productivity. If 

measured productivity overstates true productivity, CMS would need to increase payments every year in 

order to maintain a constant level of services. With private reimbursements rising at a faster pace, 

Medicare patients would have an increasingly difficult time accessing quality care. Moreover, the 

legislation suggests updates will be much tighter in the future than in the past, meaning access problems 

will be worse in the future. The new law stipulates lower than previous reimbursement levels, not only for 

one year, but every year, so that there is a cumulative effect. As Len exclaimed, hospital CEOs could see 

the extreme writing on the wall—CMS was finally getting serious! Again, is this program sustainable? 

 

I address three questions: 

1. Are updates sufficient to cover the costs of constant-quality health care? Is health sector MFP 

greater than or equal to economy-wide MFP? If yes, then ACA updates will not result in 

deteriorating quality. More generally, what is hospital or health care productivity? 

2. Is this a break from the past, something new, or is it putting into the baseline what had already 

happened on an ad hoc basis? We were doing it but it was not enshrined in statute? 

3. Will Medicare payments keep up with private payments? Medicare payments could deteriorate 

relative to private ones even if health sector MFP is very high. If the quality of the health bundle 

increases and private payment rates rise, Medicare payment might not cover those costs. 

 

We are trying to think 75 years ahead to worry about potential gaps between Medicare and private patients. 

We heard this morning that private providers are also moving to Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) 

to save money. Clearly, both Medicare and private systems are facing cost pressures. What does that mean 

for how we consider future private prices? 
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1. Is Health-Sector Productivity Growth Really So Low? 

 

Many people believe the health care sector is subject to the Baumol Cost Disease. The classic example is a 

string quartet. It requires four musicians, they learn the same pieces from a hundred years ago, and hence, 

there are no productivity increases. Why do prices rise in this context? In order to incite talented people to 

still become musicians rather than work at Google, wages must keep pace with overall productivity. This 

requires paying musicians more over time, and without productivity increases concert costs rise which 

must be passed on to ticket prices. The relative prices within a particular industry are going to rise or fall 

depending on how its productivity compares to the economy-wide average. If economy-wide productivity 

exceeds health care productivity, wages will increase faster than productivity in the health sector, and 

relative prices will rise. 

 

Yet I think the string quartet is a terrible metaphor for health care! It is humorous, and thinking of health 

care as a service industry, we might accept that there is limited productivity growth. Yet, we have heard 

for decades (since the work of Joe Newhouse) that health care spending inexorably grows over time 

because of technology. I reconcile this cognitive dissonance by believing that we simply do not know how 

to measure health care productivity. We are not getting the same “stuff” with fewer people, instead we 

have more people using more resources delivering more and different “stuff.” While not labor-saving, we 

observe the transfer of care from inpatient to outpatient settings, laparoscopic surgery, electronic monitors, 

etc. A more likely assessment is that estimates of health care MFP are understated because they do not 

account for quality improvements. Barring accurate measurement in light of the continuing upward 

spending trajectory, the result is measured low productivity. Until we can gain consensus on measuring 

health care productivity, we will not have an acceptable answer.  

 

The implication for sustainability is that if productivity growth in the health sector is less than economy-

wide MFP rates, if you accept the Baumol cost disease, relative prices will rise faster than Medicare 

updates, and these payments will fall below the cost of maintaining a constant bundle of services (begging 

the question of whether we need that CMS actuaries’ “illustrative alternative”). Either Medicare 

beneficiaries will have less access or more cost shifting, putting pressure on politicians to undo the cuts. 

 

Conversely, if productivity growth exceeds economy-wide MFP rates, then the ACA updates will be 

sufficient to finance constant or even growing care quality. 

 

2. Are ACA Cuts Really a Break from the Past? 
 

The answer is not as much as you might think. While it is true that the prior statute equated payment 

updates with input updates, Congress would routinely subtract some amount. Either they were trying to 

save money or they thought that hospitals were doing well. CMS produced a table calculating the 

difference between the reimbursement growth rate and the GDP deflator (Figure 1). A level of zero 

accords with the ACA standard, and this shows differences of 0.4% for Medicare Part A and -0.2% for 

Part B. For the period 1991 to 2011, the combined Part A and Part B growth rate equals zero relative to the 

GDP deflator, which is exactly what the ACA is targeting. It is certainly interesting that hospital 

executives have made such a fuss over the new regime when this shows that not much has changed! 

  

http://web.stanford.edu/~jay/health_class/Readings/Lecture10/newhouse_medical_costs.pdf
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Figure 1 

 

 

These minimal payment updates suggest dramatically lower Medicare spending growth over time 

compared to other payers, especially given higher private price growth. This CBO table refutes that view 

(Figure 2). (I concur with Charlie about kudos deserved by CBO’s work.) Medicare excess cost growth 

rises only slightly slower than private (other) rates. Even with very low Medicare payment updates, we see 

nearly identical excess cost growth compared to private rates. 

 

Figure 2 

 

To further investigate this situation I look at hospital payment ratios—Medicare payments relative to costs 

versus private reimbursement compared to costs (Figure 3). This measure of the generosity of Medicare 

hospital payment relative to private has varied considerably, but rather than swinging back up appears to 
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have settled at historically low levels. Is this low ratio a concern and why have the excess cost growths 

been similar? It could be that post-acute care pushes up Medicare excess cost growth and hospital spending 

has been below that of private payers, but we need more research to sort out these concerns.  

Figure 3 

 

 

3. What is the Likely Trajectory of Private Reimbursements Over the Long Run? 

 

If private prices rise faster than Medicare prices we might have access problems regardless of productivity 

growth. However, every long-run Medicare projection for total national health spending assumes that 

growth must slow. Obviously, health care spending cannot continue to outstrip the growth of non-health 

sectors and eventually consume all of GDP. Both CMS and CBO assume that excess cost growth in the 

private sector will slow over time. How do we consider Medicare projections against a backdrop that 

assumes slowing private growth? What are the implications for private reimbursement rates? 

 

CMS assumes that health care productivity growth is low relative to the economy-wide average, 0.4% 

versus 1.1%, which means increasing relative health care prices. This difference between Medicare and 

private price growth accumulates over time (Figure 4). Starting at a ratio of about 70% for Medicare 

relative to private hospital payment, after 75 years, it falls to about 40%. If you thought that Medicare was 

a poor but acceptable payer at 70% of private, the situation changes dramatically if that rate falls to 40%. 
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Figure 4 

 

We observe prices but health care prices differ from the way an economist likes to think about them, that 

is, prices for a constant-quality good. A health care price change (call it p) is a combination of the increase 

in cost for a constant quality good plus an increase in quality. Call that c plus q where c is the true rate of 

relative medical price inflation. c is a function of cost, or of changes in markup, but it reflects the price for 

a constant-quality good. We can have p growing without c growing or even a negative c (Figure 5).  

Figure 5 
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The key insight is that health spending grows over time at a rate generally faster than GDP, not because as 

you get richer you simply desire more doctor visits, but rather, the quality is improving and there are 

greater benefits of health care utilization (Figure 6). Quantity responds to quality!  

Figure 6 

 

For health spending to slow, it will likely involve both a reduction in quality growth and in utilization. It 

will be difficult to lower utilization without lowering quality growth since reductions in the former would 

also make investments in new technologies less profitable, thereby lowering utilization and hence price 

growth. This will make that wedge between Medicare and private payment less of an issue. 

 

After presenting the 2014 trustees’ assumptions (Figure 7), I show three scenarios representing differing 

growth rates for private prices (Figures 8-10). Figure 11 summarizes these results. 
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Figure 7 

 

 

Figure 8 
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Figure 9 

 

 

Figure 10 
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Figure 11 

 

 

I begin with the base forecast (top line) that after 75 years, the ratio of Medicare to private payments will 

be 40% based on the assumptions shown in Figure 4. If you think that private prices were not growing that 

quickly in the past when properly measured (or even with some mismeasurement) because they were 

tracking Medicare rates, my table goes through less stringent assumptions. This perspective (moving down 

the table) lessens the concern over the payment wedge—with private payment growth slowing, issues of 

sustainability are not as large as the initial forecast. 

 

I have been discussing private rates on the one hand and Medicare on the other, and never the twain shall 

meet, but clearly they are related and interact with each other. If Medicare changes rates, what happens to 

private reimbursements? I think there are three channels. First, there is evidence that lower Medicare 

reimbursements increase private bargaining power resulting in lower private payments.  

 

Second, investment decisions governing new services, technologies, etc., depend on expectations of both 

private and public (Medicare) reimbursements. Tighter public reimbursements reduce sales and the 

expected return (profitability), and lead to lower investment activity. This would eventually lower private 

payments.  

 

Third, and where it creates worry on the behalf of CMS, is the possibility of cost-shifting whereby lower 

Medicare prices lead to higher private prices. There is limited evidence for this thesis. A variant of cost 

shifting is volume shifting which says that providers try to shift their patient base toward private payers 

when Medicare reimbursements decline. There is some evidence of this behavior.  

 

To summarize, Medicare reimbursement cuts are sustainable in that they appear to be simply continuing 

the actual practices of the past, these practices have maintained the ratio of Medicare to private spending, 

and this implies that Medicare and private spending will continue to increase at the same rates going 

forward. However, the fact that the Medicare / private payment ratios are at their lowest point since 1980 

makes one wonder whether some reversal of this trend is required. Nevertheless, MedPAC finds no access 

problems for Medicare beneficiaries. 
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Assessing sustainability is very difficult because we do not know the actual productivity growth of the 

health care sector. We assume private health spending growth will slow over time, but we do not know 

exactly how that will happen. Finally, we have a poor understanding of the relationships between Medicare 

reimbursement and the private sector reimbursement or private spending. Thank you. 

 

Benjamin Sommers: Medicaid, the ACA, and the State Budget 
Conundrum 

Melinda Buntin 

Headline from my students back at Vanderbilt: we are taking notes as fast as we can! Next up we have Ben 

Sommers who is at the Harvard School of Public Health. He recently concluded an Intergovernmental 

Personnel Agreement with the office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE), and 

has been an astute observer of recent policy changes. 

 

Benjamin Sommers 

 

Thanks for having me. I am going to shift gears from the emphasis we have heard on Medicare and private 

insurance, to looking at Medicaid from the state’s perspective and the decision to expand under the ACA, 

as this is such a contentious aspect of current health care spending.  

 

There are 30 states—including Alaska, where the governor is proceeding without legislative support, plus 

Washington, DC—that are expanding Medicaid up to 138% of the federal poverty level under the ACA. 

The remaining 20 states can be divided rhetorically into those that are: 

 Still negotiating—pursuing waivers to expand Medicaid under alternative conditions, usually 

including more state control and other conservative features; 

 Still debating—engaged in discussions between the governor’s office and different houses in the 

legislature; and 

 Saying, at least for now, never, ever! Medicaid expansion is not on the table for a sizeable number 

of states. 

 

What is the nature of the rhetorical debate we see in the states? Figure 1 shows numbers that Arnie Epstein 

and I put together in 2013, in the run up to the 2014 elections (though the rhetoric is largely unchanged). 

Not surprisingly, those expanding Medicaid emphasize the value of getting insurance to people who were 

previously uninsured, and attracting federal resources for their health care systems. 

 

Over 90% of the governors in opposition said their main issue was concern about the state budget impact. 

They also voiced concerns about the lack of state flexibility and whether the federal government would 

keep up its end of the bargain in paying for the expansion.   

 

As I said, this still represents the shape of the debate—states saying “we cannot afford to expand 

Medicaid.” Here are illustrative quotes from prominent opponents of expansion: 

1. “Collectively states are spending more on Medicaid than they do on K-12 education.” 

2. The ACA expansion is “the classic gift of a baby elephant. . . .The federal government says, ‘We’ll 

pay for all the hay—for the first few years.’” 

3. “At any whim [the feds] could just pull the money. So yeah, I’m a little gun-shy.” 
 

 

 

Figure 1 
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The first is one of those stylized facts or bits of conventional wisdom that are ubiquitous, almost always 

cited in newspaper articles about Medicaid. Though PolitiFact rated it true with a caveat, I will discuss 

below why it might not be accurate. 

 

The second quote refers to the logistics of ACA financing under the expansion. The federal government 

pays 100% of the cost of coverage for newly eligible adults for the first three years, but then scales 

payment down to 90%.   

 

The third quote emphasizes that, as with any appropriation, Congress can legislatively change the formula 

it uses, either for baseline Medicaid, or for the expansion. This clearly causes uncertainty for state 

budgeting.   

 

The first quote is from Paul Ryan, the second is from Mike Pence and the third is from Jan Brewer. Note 

that the second and third quotes come from governors who have since expanded Medicaid. Next, I analyze 

the “nuts and bolts” behind these oft-stated, stylized concerns.   

 

States are quite fond of identifying Medicaid spending as their top budget item. Reports supporting this 

claim typically include both federal and state revenues, which is an odd approach if your aim is to 

determine how states spend their money. Estimating how much states spend including money they 

received from the federal government sounds similar to how kids account for their allowance! Specifically, 

Medicaid accounts for 22% of state spending but with 60% of this paid by the federal government, the net 
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state spending is 12% of state-generated revenue. Twelve percent is not chump change, but it ranks third in 

the state budget behind K-12 education and university spending. 

 

With the Medicaid payment mechanism, it is important to distinguish between who is eligible and how 

they are covered. For those eligible under pre-ACA standards (whether it is an expansion state or not), the 

federal government pays the traditional match rate (FMAP). This ranges from 50-83% based on a state’s 

per capita income. High income states receive the minimum 50% FMAP. Mississippi receives the most 

generous match; about 75% of its spending is reimbursed. For the newly-eligible population under the 

ACA, that number is 100% until 2016 and then scales down to 90% after 2020. This is a very important 

consideration when trying understand from where budget pressures are coming under the ACA. 

 

While Medicaid is not the single biggest item on which states spend their own revenues, it is the fastest 

growing component. It is also both more unpredictable and inherently problematic for states in a way that 

their other big ticket items such as K-12 education and infrastructure are not, due to Medicaid’s volatility. 

The reason is that Medicaid spending is counter-cyclical. When the economy stalls, more people are 

unemployed, people lose coverage through work, incomes drop, and more people become Medicaid 

eligible. If the state does nothing, its baseline eligibility criteria will result in surging enrollment just when 

state tax revenue craters due to the weaker economy.   

 

This puts states in a budget crunch in a predictable way, yet states have generally been unable to avoid it.  

The notion of socking away money for a rainy day is easier in theory than in practice. When the economy 

goes into recession, Medicaid causes a major problem for state budgeting.  

 

Returning to the second quote above, is there a risk that the federal government will decrease the FMAP? 

It is certainly possible, but in the 50-year history of the Medicaid program, there was only one instance, a 

temporary reduction that occurred under President Reagan lasting three years. In contrast, Congress has 

twice enhanced the match rate to help states cushion the blow of recessions.   

 

Why are costs for the states growing so rapidly? This turns out to be primarily an enrollment story. Note 

that the second column in Louise’s Figure 2 showed excess cost growth for Medicaid, which had the 

lowest rates of the three payers. Medicaid has generally done a better job at controlling costs per person 

than other types of insurance.   

 

What factors, then, are increasing Medicaid costs? For the expansion states, they do face the 10% share 

that will kick in over time for the newly-eligible enrollees. More importantly, a nuanced phenomenon of 

the ACA is the Woodwork Effect. Many individuals currently-eligible for traditional Medicaid had never 

signed up. When they do, the states get reimbursed at the old FMAP. The ACA is paying 90-100% for 

newly-eligible people, but plenty of those signing up under the ACA, who were eligible before, have 

finally signed up (they could also be churning into and out of the program). These numbers are quite large 

in certain states. 

 

We made these projections immediately after the ACA was passed and before the Supreme Court ruling, 

but the population numbers still apply (Figure 2). This is based on the pre-ACA standards. In some states 

more than 5% of the children and non-elderly adult population was uninsured and eligible for Medicaid. 

Many of these individuals reside in Texas, Florida, and other non-expansion states.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 
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This is a major cost concern, but it is not contingent on whether Medicaid is expanded. States choosing not 

to expand Medicaid are still subject to this experience since the factors leading to the Woodwork Effect 

occur regardless of the expansion decision. All states had to streamline their application process and use 

new, simplified income accounting rules. There is an insurance mandate that, because it garners so much 

attention, affects the thinking of eligible recipients, even though most of the people in these ranges are not 

subject to it. And, there is significantly more media attention and discussion about the importance of 

having insurance coverage. 

 

This is already playing out in preliminary numbers for the pre-ACA period to 2015. Even in Texas, a state 

that has done everything possible to reduce interest and enrollment in the ACA, their Medicaid rolls have 

grown by 5%. The rates are 11% in Florida, and 15% in Tennessee. Again, for these increased enrollments, 

the states are reimbursed at the traditional 50-75% matching rates.  

 

Nonetheless, depending on the estimates, the combination of these different revenue streams from 

Medicaid expansion under ACA funding, may be a net savings for many state budgets! The reason is that 

the high federally-subsidized funds offset care that was being provided, to some extent, through state or 

local funding; uncompensated care; public health and mental health facilities; and other care delivery for 

which the state was responsible. They can now swap out those expenditures. 

 

In addition, there are certain Medicaid enrollee groups for which the state is now able to obtain the 

enhanced match rate because they no longer must go through determinations for medically needy 

eligibility, or for women who are now always eligible for Medicaid, even before they get pregnant. These 

expenses will now get reimbursed at the enhanced ACA rate rather than the traditional match rate. 

 

For example, the Urban Institute estimates that if all 50 states expanded, they would in the aggregate save 

$130 billion over five years (though not every state comes out ahead). New reports from the State Health 

Access Data Assistance Center (SHADAC) identify several states expanding Medicaid that have major 

offsets. 
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There were several news articles this week blaring that projected state costs under the ACA expansion 

were higher than expected. I was concerned that my slides were already out of date and did some quick 

calculations to put these headlines in context. The Associated Press reported that projected state spending 

on the Medicaid expansion, for the 2017 to 2019 period, for Oregon, went from $72 million per year to 

$123 million per year. This was, of course, accompanied by quotes highlighting the 70% increase above 

projections. Opponents of expansion were saying that this is clearly not sustainable for the state, and 

arguing that it demonstrated why the state should not have entered this business in the first place. 

 

What they failed to mention was that Oregon had total state Medicaid spending of $1.7 billion in 2012. In 

other words, the projected cost to the state of the ACA expansion went from 4% to 6.8% of the state’s total 

Medicaid spending. Yes, this is an increase, but the ACA is not driving the state budget concerns about 

Medicaid. There are other reasons that states object to the Medicaid expansion, but the emphasis on the 

expansion compared to their overall, pre-existing Medicaid program, is inaccurate. The same arithmetic 

applies to other states, many of which, including Kentucky (the poster child for expanded Medicaid), had 

nearly a doubling of their projected spending on the ACA expansion, meaning that they went from an 

expected 2% to 4% of state spending on Medicaid as ACA-related. 

 

The ACA expansion is not a leading threat to most state budgets, but there are other budgetary concerns 

related to Medicaid that are quite real. The first is high baseline costs for the pre-ACA eligible individuals, 

in particular those with significant medical complexity, and with long-term care (LTC) needs. Second, 

ultimately someone is paying the bill, and, of course, it is the federal government for the ACA. There will 

be a rapid increase in federal expenditures on Medicaid under the ACA. Paying for the ACA is truly a 

federal affordability concern, though most of the rhetoric has come from the states. 

 

Figure 3 shows Medicaid spending, inflation adjusted, for all sources, federal and state. It has risen rapidly, 

and you can see the uptick in 2014, the last data point shown. It is worth decomposing this to get a better 

sense of what is driving the growth. Enrollment was fairly flat for about 20 years and then, starting with a 

round of state expansions, followed by increased federal minimum requirements for pregnant women and 

low income parents and kids, and then followed by recessions, state waivers, and now the ACA, 

enrollment has exploded over the past 25 years (Figure 4).   
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Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

 

Meanwhile, per-enrollee inflation-adjusted costs have essentially flat-lined for the last 10-15 years. 

Medicaid has become a broader population insurance plan rather than heavily targeted on people with 
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major medical problems, those residing in institutional settings and LTC. This relates to the larger story 

that Medicaid does not have a major problem compared to other insurance types of per person spending 

growth. Instead, it is a “problem” of enrollment, which is either a problem or a goal, depending on whether 

or not you view the ACA as a coverage expansion law. 

 

If you have studied Medicaid at all, you will have seen Figure 5 in one form or another many times. While 

the number of enrollees is dominated by children, low-income parents and now increasingly ACA adults, 

over half of spending goes toward this small group of people with disabilities and the elderly, who are 

largely dually eligible.   

 

Figure 5 

 
 

What are the policy options to control Medicaid costs? The first is Medicaid Managed Care, which has 

become increasingly popular. We see very optimistic projections from most states but the evidence it saves 

money is equivocal—it is as easy to find a like number of studies showing savings as those showing higher 

expenses using Medicaid Managed Care. The type of plan selected and how aggressively the state 

negotiates capitation rates are the factors that seem to matter most. 

 

Of course states can cut benefits, which they do all the time. Indeed, dental benefits are akin to an on/off 

switch for states as a function of the economy. Good economy, flip on dental benefits for adults, weak 

economy flip them off. This behavior will likely continue. They can also require cost-sharing.  

 

Cutting provider reimbursement is a common refrain. I am not going to say much about state block grants 

which cap total spending and shift the burden of saving money to the states. Block grants are a terrific way 

to manage financial risk from the federal government’s perspective and a terrible way to manage risk from 

a state budget perspective! 
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Payment reform and care delivery redesign, especially for high-cost complex patients, is the holy grail of 

cost control. There is renewed energy at state and federal level to improve quality and efficiency of care 

for our sickest patients. The ACA created the “Duals Office” to coordinate care for those dually eligible 

for Medicare and Medicaid. Duals demonstration projects are also underway. Some states are being 

especially aggressive in shifting their duals and disabled into managed care. 
 

I am a primary care doctor when I am not fulfilling my role at Harvard as a health economist. In my work 

at a community health center, I am concerned about patient access to care. Another one of the stylized 

Medicaid facts is that only two-thirds of doctors take Medicaid—showing that it clearly does not work for 

people. Figure 6 shows the relationship between Medicaid primary care payment and how many doctors 

will take new patients.   

 

Allow me to play devils’ advocate. We hear that 69% of doctors accept Medicaid. How big of a problem is 

this? The analogous number from the same study is that 82% of doctors accept private insurance. The 

notion that 100% is somehow the comparison is inaccurate. I am fairly confident that none of you have 

private insurance that lets you see 82% of the doctors in Washington, DC. Evidence that provider 

participation is a problem for beneficiaries is lacking. We clearly need context to best gauge this issue.  

 

Figure 6 

 

 

It is important to analyze beneficiary experience, and there the evidence is mixed and subtle. Kids do quite 

well on access with Medicaid (Figure 7). Adults do well for primary care as well as their general access to 

outpatient care (Figure 8). We begin to see gaps when we turn to specialty care (Figure 9). Note that this is 

the opposite of the approach the ACA took for Medicaid. 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8 
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Figure 9 

 

Summarizing, cost pressures in Medicaid are real, but they are not the ones that you often hear about. The 

state budget pressures from the ACA expansion are small and marginal, whereas the main cost burden of 

the ACA is federal. State costs are still largely driven by the baseline, pre-ACA groups, especially people 

with disabilities and those using LTC. That is where the attention ought to be, trying to improve care, both 

in terms of cost effectiveness, but also value and better outcomes. That is, care delivery redesign appears to 

be the most promising avenue for spending control. Finally, we see enthusiasm and optimism for Medicaid 

managed care to save costs, but supporting evidence is mixed or weak. And continuing down the road of 

provider pay cuts seems like a losing strategy given the low, current rates.  
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David Grabowski: Spending Growth for the Duals 

Melinda Buntin  

Next we have David Grabowski, from the Department of Health Care Policy at Harvard Medical School. 

He will pull together some long-term care threads for us. 

 

 

David Grabowski 

Thank you Melinda and thanks to Paul and his team for hosting me today. My talk has been teed up quite 

well since we have already heard a lot about Medicare cost growth issues, Ben just analyzed Medicaid cost 

growth issues, and I will combine the two and discuss the group that is eligible for both the Medicare and 

Medicaid programs.   

 

You probably have seen a variant of Figure 1 so many times that by now it is tattooed on your brain (or 

since this groups is so hardcore, it might be tattooed elsewhere on your body!). We know from the CBO 

that as a percentage of GDP, Medicare and Medicaid have both been increasing over time. They are 

projected to increase even further in the coming decades. 

 

Figure 1 

 
 

I am interested in those individuals who are eligible for both programs. Figure 2 shows 2010 beneficiary 

data (not quite up to the standard for timeliness that Altarum is setting!). About 50 million Medicare 

beneficiaries in 2010, 67 million in Medicaid, and 10 million individuals who are eligible for both. Why do 

we care about this population? Those 20% of Medicare beneficiaries dually eligible for Medicaid account 

for 34% of Medicare spending; those 14% of dually eligible Medicaid beneficiaries account for 34% of 

Medicaid spending (Figure 3).   
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Figure 2 

Medicare 

39 Million

Medicaid 

57 Million

Dual 

Eligibles 

10 Million

Total Medicare Beneficiaries, 2010:
49 million

Total Medicaid Beneficiaries, 2010:
67 million

SOURCE: MedPAC, 2015 Data Book

 
 

Figure 3 
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Ten million individuals accounting for over a third of the Medicare budget and over a third of the 

Medicaid budget; we have seen this movie before! We have, however, seen less about the spending growth 

for this population. Figure 4 shows data from MedPAC, released last month. While only covering a three-

year panel, 2007-2010, there are interesting implications by comparing spending per beneficiary across the 

four populations. 

 

The trends are similar, with spending for the duals increasing slightly faster than for the non-duals in 

Medicare, but in Medicaid, spending has increased at a slightly lower rate for the duals. Again, from a cost 

growth perspective, why do we care about the duals, and why are they different? 

 

The duals are more likely to be chronically ill, more likely to need LTC services via activities of daily 

living deficits, more likely to have mental illness, and less likely to have good financial and social 

supports. In considering their spending patterns, while we heard much from Mark and Len about 

promising approaches, this group is different and the interventions that work for other Medicare and 

Medicaid beneficiaries may not work for this population. 

 

Indeed, they receive their health care services via Medicare, but their LTC, mental health, dental care and 

everything else through Medicaid. This incredible coverage fragmentation creates cost shifting across the 

two programs. Medicare worries about Medicare costs and outcomes; Medicaid worries about Medicaid 

costs and outcomes; thus we end up with a tremendous amount of cost and volume shifting whereby 

Medicare does not worry about how their policies and payment practices influence Medicaid, and 

Medicaid does not worry about how their payment policies influence Medicare costs and outcomes. 

I will give you two examples. First, consider Medicaid cost shifting to Medicare. I have done significant 

work on the hospitalization of duals from LTC settings. Medicaid pays for their LTC, but Medicaid does 

not share in the savings from prevented hospitalizations, and thus has little incentive to reward long-term 

care providers by investing in the infrastructure and expertise to prevent these avoidable hospitalizations.  

 

A 2010 CMS report estimated that in 2005, Medicare spent $2.4 billion on potentially avoidable 

hospitalizations of duals from LTC settings, for example, pneumonia patients. That large amount of money 

could be invested toward care management infrastructure. While the total does not represent all potential 

savings, since a portion would obviously need to be reinvested in the Medicaid settings, there is a 

tremendous opportunity to create value and efficiency. 

 

Second, go the other direction, from Medicare to Medicaid cost shifting. We know that duals and non-

duals often end up in the hospital and then are sent to skilled nursing facilities (SNFs). SNFs tend to be 

“sticky places.” Individuals often transition from Medicare to long-stay Medicaid status as nursing home 

residents. Unfortunately, Medicare does not share in the savings from prevented transition to long-stay 

nursing home status and thus does not incentivize SNFs to invest in infrastructure and expertise to 

encourage community discharge.  

 

We did some work suggesting that even after accounting for different patient acuity and different nursing 

home quality, duals are 12% more likely to transition to long-stay nursing home status than Medicare-only 

beneficiaries. Duals are much more likely to get stuck in a SNF following hospitalization, and never return 

to the community. Could Medicare reward SNFs, in the case of the duals, to encourage greater transition to 

the community? 

 

These findings strongly suggest a high potential for greater integration of Medicare and Medicaid—

initiatives that encourage more efficient use of resources with both programs sharing in the costs, but also 

in the potential savings. In addition to reallocating from high-cost to low-cost settings, we should consider 

investments in case management and other services that coordinate Medicare and Medicaid services. 

 

http://www.medpac.gov/documents/data-book/june-2015-databook-health-care-spending-and-the-medicare-program.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/Reports/downloads/costdriverstask2.pdf
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We have had experience with integrated duals programs. There was the federal program for all-inclusive 

care for the elderly (PACE), and a series of state programs: 

 Massachusetts Senior Care Options; 

 Minnesota Senior Health Options (MSHO); and  

 Wisconsin Partnership Program. 

 

Figure 4 

 

 
 

The data, however, on these early programs are mixed (Figure 5). Rigorous evaluations of PACE and 

MSHO for duals compared to fee-for-service patients, found better or at least stable health outcomes and 

access to care, but they did not save money (which explains why we are here today discussing cost 

control!). The chart shows results for PACE and MSHO. There were two evaluations of PACE, an earlier 

one by Abt and a later one by Mathematica, and two sets of results for Minnesota, one for community-

dwelling elderly and one for nursing home residents. Only in the early PACE evaluation was Medicaid 

offset by Medicare spending; in the other instances, Medicare and Medicaid expenditures both rose. 
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Figure 5 

 
A big part of the problem is selection. It has been difficult to get dually eligible beneficiaries to enroll in 

these programs. Moreover, it has been very difficult to get plans to enter these markets and offer coverage 

to dually eligible beneficiaries. That explains part of the cost problem. We offer higher and higher 

capitated rates to pull more beneficiaries and more plans into these markets, thus making it more and more 

difficult to show savings relative to fee-for-service. 

 

What is the next generation of programs? How do we get around the selection problem? And how do we 

attack the cost problem? Under the ACA, we have the Integrated Care Demonstrations for the dually 

eligible beneficiaries. Twelve states (CA, CO, IL, MA, MI, MN, NY, OH, SC, TX, VA, and WA) have 

gained CMS approval to introduce new models coordinating Medicare and Medicaid services. There is 

tremendous variation across the states, both in how they pay for services and how they deliver services on 

the ground. I will briefly discuss that variation. 

  

The state programs vary in their financial models with the majority being capitated, although some are 

managed fee-for-service. There is extensive variation regarding the terms of the delivery models and care 

coordination. Some are using traditional care management and some are using medical homes. There is an 

entire menu of care coordination services being applied in different states. Most of the states are doing all 

full duals in their demonstrations, however Massachusetts is addressing only the non-elderly duals. Most 

are pursuing state-wide programs, but California and Ohio are selecting regions within their states. Finally, 

it is particularly interesting in light of the weak enrollment in the early programs (PACE and MSHO), that 

they are using passive enrollment. Rather than having individuals opt in to these programs, they are having 

them opt out. The approach shows very encouraging enrollment results.  

 

I will do a deep dive on the Ohio program to give you a concrete flavor of what is happening, and also 

because I believe it is interesting. It is called the MyCare Demonstration and it targets all full duals ages 18 

and older. Integrated care delivery system plans will offer care management services to coordinate 

medical, behavioral health, long-term care and social services. The payment innovations involve capitation 

of Medicare and Medicaid with savings percentages and quality withholds. The state estimates that there 

are 115,000 individuals in 29 counties and seven regions that are eligible for the program, representing a 
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subset of counties within the state. Covered benefits include all Medicare and Medicaid services except 

hospice which is being kept separate. 

 

Regarding the selection issue and enrollment, they decided that up front it would be voluntary, but then 

they would passively enroll individuals into the program. The data, covering the period of May 2015 

through January 2016, shocked me (Figure 6). At first, they were passively enrolling individuals into the 

Medicaid side, so these are individuals who are fully enrolled in the program for both their Medicare and 

Medicaid benefits. Beginning with 5,200 individuals enrolled in May, the total grew to 16,000 in 

December (cumulative enrollment). In January, they introduced passive Medicare enrollment, where the 

individual had to opt out from Medicare. The result is the huge jump to nearly 68,000 individuals in the 

program. We will be studying this passive enrollment across states, with different states using different 

approaches, which is very exciting for us. We can certainly debate the larger issues as to whether we 

should be passively enrolling individuals into these kinds of programs, but in terms of increasing the 

number of individuals in the plans, this method has been tremendously productive. 

 

Figure 6 

Ohio MyCare Beneficiaries Enrolled For Both 
Medicare and Medicaid Benefits

5,207

8,965

13,954 14,540 14,748 14,957 15,844 16,081

67,993

May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan.

Passive Medicaid Enrollment

Passive Medicare 
Enrollment

Voluntary “Opt-in” Medicare Enrollment

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation 
 

I want to ask a final question about spending growth that worries me: will the integrated care 

demonstrations lower the level or the growth in spending? Are these demonstrations more of a one-time 

change or might they impact the growth in spending over time? I want to use a lesson from another area 

that I study, that is, post-acute care. Many moons ago, Len and I did work on prospective payment in post-

acute care. Figure 7 shows skilled nursing facility expenditures from the early 1980s through 2007.   
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Figure 7 

 
 

 

 

I want to focus on that period in the early 1990s when SNF expenditures were the fastest growing part of 

the Medicare program and Congress moved from cost-based payment to prospective payment in the late 

1990s. You see that nice notch around the introduction of the prospective payment system (PPS). We did 

see a brief decline, however, growth took off again due to legislation such as the Benefits Improvement 

and Protection Act (BIPA), and as well as provider adjustments for volume and acuity. The net result, the 

good news, is that PPS actually saved billions of dollars. If you projected out spending from the early to 

mid-1990s forward to 2007, a line parallel to what we experienced in the 2000s would have represented 

billions of additional dollars in spending.   

 

Obviously, I am not addressing quality or outcomes here, but the change did not put us on a different cost 

curve, though it did save us a lot of money. There may be a similar lesson here for the demonstrations. 

They may not put us on a different cost curve, but certainly get us on a lower baseline. Thank you. 
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Zack Cooper: The Health Spending Slowdown: Can We Generalize 
from Medicare to the Privately Insured? 

Melinda Buntin  

Last, but certainly not least, we have Zack Cooper from Yale. He is going to drill down in a different way 

to tell us what is happening to private beneficiaries with different types of conditions. 

Zack Cooper 

Thank you everyone for making it through four academic presentations. I was trying to think of a joke… 

 

Melinda Buntin  

It’s not a joking matter. 

 

Zack Cooper 

Exactly! I told my students they had to watch the webcast, which for them is certainly no joking matter! 

 

Virtually everything we know about health spending using rigorous methods comes from the analysis of 

Medicare, but the rub is that Medicare only accounts for about 17% of coverage, and 20% of spending. I 

want to focus today on the extent to which our analysis of Medicare spending data generalizes to the 

privately insured. I will start by discussing the Medicare slowdown, and what happened during the same 

period for the privately insured. Then I will discuss new work I am doing with Mike Chernew that looks at 

spending growth using insurance claims data for individuals with private coverage. We now have an 

excellent opportunity to analyze spending for the privately insured because we finally have good data on 

these patients. 

 

With a big assist from Marty Gaynor, we have obtained claims data from three of the five largest insurers 

in the U.S. For employer-sponsored coverage, we now know about spending from 2001 through 2010. 

Crucially, we know the prices for all services these beneficiaries accessed. I investigate the insights we get 

from Medicare and see whether those fit with the analysis we are doing on this private insurance data. 

 

I jump off with a chart from Melinda Buntin’s work at CBO analyzing the drivers of the Medicare 

spending slowdown. I investigate the factors driving spending growth for the privately insured and look at 

the concentration of that growth. We observe very different patterns of where growth is occurring. In short, 

building off of Louise Sheiner’s talk, price plays a key role in spending growth for the privately insured. 

 

Figure 1 shows year-over-year spending growth rates for the Medicare population. Two blips of extremely 

low growth stand out, one in the late 1990s and the current one through 2012. The first blip was a function 

of payment strategy, that is, the Balanced Budget Act reducing how much we paid for services. What is 

driving the second blip? There are three options: an anticipatory effect in response to the ACA; the 

recession; or system-wide changes in the way we are providing care. 
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Figure 1 

 

 
 

 

 

The Levine and Buntin paper does a terrific job of analyzing potential drivers (Figure 2). They find that 

price and demand do not play significant roles, suggesting that the explanation for the slowdown lies in 

changes affecting the wider health care system, for example, shifting of care locations. 

 

  

http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/attachments/44513_MedicareSpendingGrowth-8-22.pdf
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Figure 2 

 

 
 

 

These trends have led to a substantial change in the way we consider long-term spending rates for 

Medicare (Figure 3). In each successive year, CBO projections have become much more optimistic about 

the rate of future spending growth. Does this apply to the privately insured? If we believe that the same 

factors are driving both, it is good news for private insurers. If not, we must proceed with more caution.   
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Figure 3 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of spending. It is easy to forget that most of the spending derives from the 

privately insured. Medicare represents a fairly small share of total spending.   

 

Should annual growth in Medicare spending and spending on privately insured move in lock-step? There 

are three reasons to expect high correlation:  

1. The patients are treated in the same facilities by the same staff. If doctors are changing the way 

they treat Medicare patients, it is hard to fathom that they would treat their privately insured 

patients altogether differently. 

2. They are both impacted by the development of new technology (or lack thereof). If these new 

products and procedures are available for Medicare beneficiaries, they should also be available 

within the private sector. 

3. They are also both impacted by system-wide changes in evidence and organizational culture. 

Again, if new institutional culture develops, it is entirely reasonable that this would affect both 

populations. 

 

There are also three reasons to expect low correlation between Medicare and private spending: 

1. There are different demographic compositions and disease burdens. Pregnancy and delivery are 

big cost drivers for the privately insured and clearly not an issue for the Medicare population.  

2. We have very different cost-sharing arrangements. 

3. I think, however, the principle difference lies in the payment systems. On the Medicare side we 

have regulated prices set by CMS that are not tied to market conditions, but rather are a function of 

prevailing labor rates across the country. In contrast, private insurance companies are negotiating 

annually with health care providers over the range of relevant services. This introduces the scope 
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of bargaining leverage, either on the insurance or provider side that will significantly influence the 

resulting prices.   

 

There are fairly similar spending trends per private and Medicare beneficiary up until about 2009 where 

the Medicare slowdown even turns negative, compared to a more modest slowdown for the privately 

insured (Figure 5). We get a more vivid picture illustrating the pronounced Medicare slowdown compared 

to the privately insured in Figure 6. What is going on across the two populations? 

 

Figure 4 
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Figure 5 

 

 
 

Figure 6 
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In work with Mike Chernew, we took a large commercial claims database with 40-million plus lives and 

ran them through a clinical episodes grouper. This breaks spending down into one of five hundred or so 

disease categories, for example, hypertension, non-malignant neoplasm of the skin, breast cancer, acute 

bronchitis, and diabetes. We analyzed the growth in spending from 2002 to 2006, and 2008 to 2011, to 

tease out whether a different mix of episodes, for example, a shift from diabetes to breast cancer, drove the 

change in spending rates over this period. We examined growth in changes affecting the cost of episodes, 

the number of episodes per beneficiary, and the mix of episodes delivered. 

 

I was stunned by the remarkable concentration of spending across these episodes. From 2002 to 2011, 75-

80% of the spending growth was driven by 10% of these episodes. To drill down further, we used an 

Oaxaca-Blinder Decomposition—a fancy way of separating the spending growth into three components:  

1. The change in spending due to spending per episode; 

2. The change based on the number of episodes per person; and  

3. The mix of episodes. 

The growth rate per beneficiary decreased over time, although fairly marginally, but the core driver of 

spending growth in both periods was predominantly spending per episode. 

 

Spending has two components. The first is technology. It might be the case that newly adopted technology 

is increasing spending, but it might also be that the care itself is becoming more expensive. Drilling down 

to individual episodes provides a better understanding of the underlying dynamics. Is this price or is this 

intensity, what role does technology play in the high growth items, and what we can learn from those 

episodes that have negative growth? With multiple sclerosis, the story is pretty clear. The main factor 

behind spending increases is new technology, or more precisely, new drugs. With pregnancy, we see a 

different story. Here is a headline: recessions are not romantic! The number of births fell dramatically from 

2001 to 2011, yet spending rose. It is hard to see grand innovations in obstetrics, rather, the spending 

growth in this area is being driven by prices. Similarly, we do not see radical changes in the nature of 

treatment with routine exams. The number of routine exams per person went down, but the spending on 

each one went up. 

 

Other good work from the Health Care Cost Institute attempts to explain the year-over-year growth in 

spending by decomposing it into utilization, unit price and intensity (Figure 7). Their findings are 

consistent with those of Chernew and me, that the largest driver for spending growth by the privately 

insured, at least in the short run, is increases in price. What would explain higher prices?  
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Figure 7 

 

 
 

For me, a primary driver of higher prices is market concentration. We are witnessing a rise in hospital 

merger activity leading to a gain in market power (Figure 8). Other providers are also consolidating 

(Figure 9). For example, the high percentage of doctors employed by hospitals is changing where and how 

patients access care.  
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Figure 8 

 

 
 

Figure 9 
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What does all of this suggest for long-term trends? The concentration of spending by a very small number 

of disease episodes is driving spending growth over time. Prices matter, for very different reasons, when 

analyzing spending for the privately insured as compared to Medicare beneficiaries. We should keep in 

mind that Medicare policy changes such as the development of ACOs, which promote vertical integration, 

may affect prices for the privately insured and potentially affect the long-term growth rates for this large 

segment of covered lives in the U.S.  

 

In conclusion, the slowdown occurred for publicly funded and privately funded patients, but it was sharper 

for publicly funded patients. There is evidence that the Medicare slowdown was driven by non-price 

changes. While many drivers of the slowdown cut across both sectors (technology, treatment patterns, etc., 

the pricing patterns are very different. 

 

Editor’s note: Please see this working paper by Zack Cooper, Stuart Craig, Martin Gaynor and John Van 

Reenen for an update on hospital prices and health spending on the privately insured.  

 

 

 

Session III. Questions and Answers 

 

Melinda Buntin  

That was a wonderful set of different presentations addressing a common theme. Would each of you please 

say what most surprised you about someone else’s presentation and why. 

 

Charles Roehrig 

The data that we have does not typically split very well the private and public sectors, and these 

distinctions in price growth are intriguing to me. We use the Producer Price Indexes (PPIs) from the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics which show hospital prices broken down by Medicare, Medicaid and private 

payer. While private price growth for hospitals is higher than Medicare or Medicaid, the gap has been 

shrinking. Yet, I have seen other evidence of even bigger gaps than what you were showing in these prices. 

Thus, I am very interested in this public/private distinction that you discussed. 

 

Louise Sheiner 

I will second Charlie’s comment since it dovetailed nicely with my presentation in that we do not know 

much about private prices. I was most surprised about the small number of episodes and wonder if those 

top ones remain roughly constant over time. 

  

Benjamin Sommers 

I enjoyed the re-conceptualizing about the sustainability in terms of the marginal propensity to spend 

additional income growth, and the notion that the recession, to the extent that it might have helped hold 

down excess cost growth in the long run, may have harmed health care sustainability by pushing us off that 

curve because the economy shrunk much more than health care spending. I was also surprised not to be the 

fastest talking person on the panel. 

 

David Grabowski 

I was impressed with Ben’s presentation, with the fluidity of unfolding events, and the fact that he could 

and should do those back-of-the-envelope calculations to account for rapidly-changing developments. I 

think the Medicaid side of this cost growth issue has been understudied. I was quite intrigued by 

everything you presented, and the implications of the Medicaid expansions for future spending growth. 

 

http://www.healthcarepricingproject.org/sites/default/files/pricing_variation_manuscript_0.pdf
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Zack Cooper 
I had the same take-away, that we do not pay enough attention to analyzing Medicaid, especially given its 

size. It is reassuring that researchers such as Ben are investigating that population in depth. 

 

Paul Hughes-Cromwick 

Two questions from our web audience: for Charlie, explain the difference between total and hospital 

spending growth; for Ben: The actuaries apparently underestimated the average spending for the new 

Medicaid enrollees. It appears that some state Medicaid agencies over-estimated, expecting pent-up 

demand for care, and set payment rates too high, resulting in very high profits for Medicaid managed care 

organizations in 2014. Your thoughts?  

 

Charles Roehrig 

Hospital spending was growing moderately, but it jumped considerably in the first quarter according to 

data from the Quarterly Services Survey. That allows me to make an important distinction. In the near 

term, if you subtract price growth from hospital spending, you do not only get utilization, because 

revenues are partly rising due to less uncompensated care. Yet, the government subsidies for 

uncompensated care are not being pulled back at the same rate. For a short period of time, the hospitals are 

receiving Medicaid disproportionate share payments plus continuing, albeit smaller, Medicare 

uncompensated care payments. The result is higher hospital revenue. Of course, these uncompensated care 

payments should ultimately be ended in a full insurance environment, with the government appropriately 

saving the taxpayers money by not double paying for services. 

 

Benjamin Sommers 

The entire business of projections is fraught, and given her CBO background, I would love to hear 

Melinda’s response. It is a much harder enterprise than we give it credit for. This week, the Office of the 

Actuary (OACT) revised its estimates on the Medicaid cost per enrollee, and it received a fair bit of 

attention. They raised their numbers to the range of $5,500 to $5,600 per enrollee. Is this evidence that the 

enrollees are much sicker than we expected? Interestingly, CBO has been pegging that number at about 

$6,000. Did CBO know health status much better in advance than OACT, or did OACT underestimate?  

Clearly, there is significant uncertainty here, and we are probably within the confidence intervals on both 

of those estimates. I would argue for the latter number, and it is not surprising that some states have 

overshot and some have undershot. With colleagues at Harvard, we tried to quantify the reasonable range 

of uncertainties because (sadly) none of these organizations are allowed to put out confidence intervals. 

They are required to be very precise! We ran a model with all the reasonable variables used in the 

literature, that is, the number eligible, what data set was used, how many signed up, what was their cost, 

etc. We determined comfortable confidence intervals that, pre-Supreme Court, somewhere between eight 

and 23 million people would sign up for Medicaid, and that the federal cost in 2017 would be somewhere 

between $30 and $100 billion. The good news is we were right that the numbers fell in those ranges! But 

the point is that we place unrealistic expectations on the precision of these projections, and we should not 

be surprised when some overshoot and some undershoot. I think they have been remarkably close in the 

aggregate, which is a credit to the people producing the projections.   

 

Melinda Buntin  

I agree that it is very difficult to do these projections. All of the projections were directionally the same, in 

that we expected new enrollees to be a little healthier than the previous group. Of course it will vary by 

state because of wide variation in who was previously eligible, the institutions in that state, access to care, 

etc. That is one of the facts about our health care system, which supports your findings of wide confidence 

intervals. I am compelled to note that CBO is not prohibited from putting out confidence intervals around 

their estimates, but what most matters is the budget score. CBO has tried to be very transparent about this, 
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and when I was there, we pursued a rigorous exercise to establish confidence intervals around estimates of 

employer crowd-out. The result was disheartening for all of us in the agency who thought that 

transparency would increase the level of the debate. What happened, perhaps no surprise to those of you in 

this room, was that people who preferred the high end of the estimate, only cited it; people who liked the 

low end, only cited the low end. What we thought of as our best estimate got lost in translation. Perhaps 

someone will come up with the perfect infographic to summarize that for the public, but until then, I am 

sure my former colleagues at CBO will continue to do their best to describe uncertainty in their reports. 

 

I have a question for each of you. One of the interesting things across these presentations is that we have 

been discussing the role that price plays for private payers versus Medicare, for Medicaid versus Medicare, 

etc. Yet, other than in the area of prescription drugs, where we see considerable technological changes, 

none of you spoke about increases in the use of care, or the intensity of care that we formerly saw. Louise, 

you talked about the quality of any given visit rising, but not the numbers of visits or hospitalizations. That 

seems to me like a fundamental break from prior decades. 

 

Charles Roehrig 

One of the interesting determinants of volume of services is treated versus untreated prevalence (I can put 

in a plug for a Health Affairs DataWatch coming out in August). We analyzed that for diabetes, 

hypertension and hyperlipidemia. One important way for utilization to go through the roof is going from 

30% of the people who should be treated to 60%. That is, utilization doubles even when true prevalence of 

the disease is flat. For all three of those medical conditions (and half the population has at least one), 

increases in treated prevalence were much higher than increases in true prevalence. However, this has 

begun to level off, so while untreated prevalence was a very large contributor to health spending growth in 

the past, this is much less so currently. We also have factors such as drugs going off-patent serving to 

decrease spending growth. 

 

Louise Sheiner 

Looking out into the future, I do not think that prices alone will drive spending. Utilization must rise to 

increase health spending, and utilization will be driven by quality and prices. I think the recession was a 

very big deal. Investment in general hospitals fell, meaning that they were less likely to buy new 

equipment which lowers utilization coming from that new equipment.   

 

Zack Cooper 

I think the way we conceptualize utilization needs to change. Historically when we have considered 

spending, it was based around a site of service: hospital, outpatient, physician visits, etc. For patients, that 

is irrelevant. To them, it is spending on a condition that matters. One of the striking things for us came 

when we grouped everything by episodes and saw how care utilization crossed those boundaries. We see 

spending within the conditions rise, and that scrambled the locations of where their money was spent. 

 

David Grabowski 

You get a similar story from the duals, in how we think about where individuals get services, including 

many low-value services. There are considerable opportunities for savings by eliminating avoidable 

hospitalizations and nursing home overuse in Medicaid. This is not the same way Zack is describing 

utilization, but I believe there is tremendous potential in reallocating the menu of services. On the other 

hand, there will be offsets. We under-provide many preventive services—which implies increases in care 

when that is addressed—but this should clearly be balanced by decreasing low-value, high-cost services. 

 

Benjamin Sommers 

The first two presentations discussed the utilization changes prompted by people transitioning from being 

uninsured to gaining coverage. It is worth having at least a casual benchmark of the effects of increased 

insurance coverage under the ACA. The ACA is expected to increase coverage by about 10 percentage 

http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/34/8/1320.abstract
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points. The Oregon health insurance experiment suggests that total utilization rises about 25% when 

people go from being uninsured to having coverage, implying a roughly 2.5 percentage point increase in 

total utilization. That number is certainly worth noting, and in a short-term time frame will have a big 

effect, however, the total cost trajectory will not be driven by it. Again, it is important to have a sense that 

the true cost affect is not 20%, but it is also not zero (two numbers you might see in the media!). 

 

Joanne Lynn  
David’s comment on the potential reductions in nursing home and hospital care for the elderly calls to 

mind the question of available data and which things we do not count. Why is it acceptable for Ohio not to 

count hospice care when we clearly know what we spend on it? With discussions of reducing SNF or 

nursing home care, it is critical to remember that someone will bear those costs, usually family members. 

We do not typically count family caregiver costs. We also do not count the spenddown to Medicaid 

coverage. We could dramatically alter how many people receive Medicaid, not only by changing the 

thresholds, but also by forcing more people to spenddown. How would our cost structure be changed if we 

took account of the full costs of caring for frail and disabled people? If we paid fair prices for aides, so that 

the bill doubled, what would be the effect on total cost?  It seems that the prices would go up, the episodes 

would stay the same, but the net distortions would be very different. Are we blinding ourselves with the 

items we traditionally enjoy counting? 

 

David Grabowski 

I agree Joanne with your broader comment. There are significant private costs. When we compare U.S. 

spending on long-term care to other OECD countries, we are an inlier, not an outlier, for exactly the reason 

you describe. We push a lot of the care burden on the families including out-of-pocket spending. Those 

dollars do not typically show up in our accounting. With the duals, however, we do have Medicaid and 

Medicare coverage, so there is better accounting. Much of these private costs may be found in other parts 

of the distribution. They are not zero for the duals, but we do see the full set of costs.  Hospice was a 

political issue. The hospice providers did not want to be in the bundle for whatever reasons. 

 

Louise Sheiner 

I think there is a broader point here. We want to bend the cost curve, but we value what we get for our 

health care dollars. From a budget perspective we clearly cannot keep on this path. We must reallocate 

those costs or figure out some efficiencies, and we are not clear about whether savings should come from 

efficiencies or elsewhere. For the recent slowdown, part came from slow growth in wages since the 

recession was so deep and wages in other parts of the economy were not growing. That is not an 

efficiency, it is a transfer. We need to be careful when we trumpet the spending slowdown to appreciate 

what we are no longer getting. I think this issue of cost shifting to families is important. It is like a tax 

increase, and represents one way we will pay for health spending in the future.  

 

Martin Gaynor 

First, with regard to Charlie’s question about why the numbers look different for price growth, I think that 

they are measuring different things. The HCCI numbers pertain only to employer-sponsored insurance, 

whereas the PPIs cover everything, including Medicare Advantage. That is probably a big source of the 

difference in those numbers, but I am puzzled by it as well. Second, I have questions for Ben. While I 

certainly agree that the overwhelming share of the burden for Medicaid payments under the expansion, 

falls on the federal government, nonetheless, any growth in the state share, even 2-4%, is a big deal. Recall 

that states must balance their budgets. Many states are facing massive, unfunded pension liabilities, and 

other deferred costs. We also know from past evidence that expansions in health care spending by states 

crowd out other items such as education, free lunches for poor kids, etc. That is not to say that the 

Medicaid expansions are not important, are not a good idea, but I think there are real costs at the state 

level. I was also confused by your chart showing that higher Medicaid payment rates spur physician 

participation. I would infer that how much Medicaid pays physicians does matter. 
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Benjamin Sommers 

Absolutely it is a real cost, but I think the magnitude has been miss-portrayed. For several states with large 

increases in enrollment, we see over the horizon when the ACA ramps down the federal share, cost 

increases of 2-5% of total state spending on Medicaid. That is not negligible, but to have the entire fulcrum 

of the debate on whether to expand Medicaid, turn on how these shortfalls will be handled, is misguided. 

We also ought to improve the efficiency of the 96% of Medicaid spending not from the ACA expansion. 

My point is that the ratio of political rhetoric to budget focus, is out of whack. I agree absolutely with your 

second point. If we pay providers more, they are more likely to accept Medicaid patients. In some of the 

quasi-experimental studies, the effects are modest, that is, fairly inelastic in terms of how much more you 

have to pay providers. The direct surveys of providers suggest that those who do not take Medicaid 

patients list payment as one factor, but they also mention factors unrelated to payments such as patient 

illness and complexity. “I don’t like figuring out where my homeless patient on diabetes is going to store 

his insulin since he doesn’t have a refrigerator.” “I don’t have time to adjust for higher no-show rates 

because their medical transportation isn’t reliable.” There are many factors that are not addressed by 

paying more. What I was trying to say was that from a policy perspective, we ought to be more concerned 

with the patient experience rather than simple percentages of willing providers. I do not necessarily know 

that providers in New Jersey or California, where 50% are taking Medicaid, are giving worse care than in 

Wyoming, where 99% of doctors are taking Medicaid. I would rather look at the beneficiary side and there 

is not much literature that looks at that type of cross-walking.  

 

Stuart Guterman, PhD – Senior Scholar in Residence- AcademyHealth 

I was struck by how, when people talk about utilization, spending, prices, and costs, and compare them 

across the public and private sectors, there is a tendency to do this in a vacuum. You need to compare 

prices to underlying costs, and to what costs should be. In the policy context it is especially important to 

consider behavioral impacts. When the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 was being considered, 

with its changes to Medicare payment policy, there was a famous projection put out by the American 

Hospital Association (AHA) showing that if it was passed, within five years (the former budget window), 

hospital Medicare (PPS) margins would fall to -49%. Everyone laughed at how ridiculous these 

projections were. Yet, they were perfectly valid because AHA assumed that costs would continue to 

increase at the same rate they had been in the years prior to 1989. If they had, hospitals would have 

experienced these drastically low margins. Instead, hospitals changed their behavior in response to the new 

payment policy. It is analogous to driving on a curvy road, with your mother-in-law sitting in the backseat 

holding her hands over her eyes and screaming that if you do not turn the wheel you will go over the edge. 

But, of course, you will turn the wheel (unless she keeps screaming!). We frequently do not take into 

account the intent of the policy and expected behavioral changes. This applies to the productivity 

adjustment in the ACA. It was supposed to reflect the changes that are elicited in other parts of the ACA 

that should serve to increase hospitals’ productivity, depending on how it is measured, because they are 

presumably going to change the way they deliver health care. 

 

Melinda Buntin  

Good thing there was no question there because that has us ending perfectly on time and we can continue 

this discussion over lunch, after our final panel! 
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IV. Health Spending Outlook and Policy Perspectives 

Joanne Kenen 

Good afternoon! We begin with Richard Frank, the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at the 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and then we proceed with Henry Aaron from the 

Brookings Institution, and conclude with Martin Gaynor, who has returned to Carnegie Mellon following a 

stint at the Federal Trade Commission. Wonderful timing for him to be here given a whole new set of 

consolidation questions that the insurance industry has presented us with in the last few weeks. 

 

Richard Frank: Coming Changes in Spending Growth: What Can 
Policy Contribute? 

It is difficult to prepare for a panel like this. I heard that Henry was on the panel and I thought, “Oh God, I 

am not going to be wisest person on the panel.” I saw Uwe Reinhardt listed on the agenda and I thought, “I 

am not going to be the funniest person on the panel.” Then I saw that Marty is subbing for Uwe, and I 

thought, “I am not going to know the most about markets.” I decided to bring new data, because I am not 

good at anything else! 

 

I will touch on three questions: 

1. What are the recent trends in spending growth?  

2. How should we understand recent upticks in spending?  

3. What are the future prospects and what can policy contribute? 

 

I will use multiple sources across payer groups to provide a comprehensive picture, ranging from the 

monthly Treasury spending data, to Medicare and private claims data, to Medicare Part D and IMS Health 

data. My colleague Andre did the difficult technical work, so credit (blame) to him!  

 

By 2013, we were roughly operating at gross domestic product (GDP) plus zero (Figure 1). That is 

obviously historically important, but we now seem to leaving that glorious period. I would like to focus on 

per capita spending (Figure 2). While in the last few years Medicare has grown less quickly than National 

Health Expenditures, there was an uptick in 2014, though preliminary data for 2015 suggest a moderation 

(using the Treasury cash flow data).  
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Figure 1 

 

Figure 2 

 

To get a sense of what is driving this Medicare dynamic, I analyze service composition data (Figure 3). 

The drivers pushing the uptick are outpatient and drug spending, while the institutional spending 

categories, inpatient and post-acute, are still growing at a rate of zero. We clearly saw a spending spurt in 

2014 with an important factor being new drug products, in particular, the ones used to treat Hepatitis C 

(Sovaldi and its recent counterparts). The difference in the growth rates between Part D and Part B drug 

spending illustrates the dramatic impact of Sovaldi. Also, across the board, outpatient spending (facilities, 

physician visits, etc.) grew more rapidly in 2014. 
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Figure 3 

 

We removed the effect of the specialty drugs used to treat Hepatitis C from the overall drug spending trend 

(Figure 4). Even though spending growth would still exceed recent historical trends, it moderates 

substantially when this adjustment is made. With evidence of Sovaldi’s price falling 40 - 60%, perhaps the 

future will not follow the recent past, a theme to which I return below. 

 

Figure 4 

 

Turning to private insurance, we have a variety of data that take us into 2015 (Figure 5). It shows steady or 

falling growth up to 2013, then a bit of an upward tick in 2014. However, it turns out that new numbers for 

2015 from S&P data show moderation in the first quarter of 2015.  

 

Figure 5 
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When we drill down to service category growth, we again see the large impact of new drugs pushing up 

spending (Figure 6). But we also see, in the individual market, a dramatic compositional change as people 

get insured. Spending is rising under private insurance, not because of higher costs per person, but rather 

because there are more covered individuals with different spending patterns. This is an important 

distinction. Thus, there are two dominant effects—new drugs and a compositional change due to the 

Affordable Care Act (ACA) coverage expansion. 

 

Figure 6 

 

Even though the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) devotes substantial 

resources to speed the release of Medicaid data, unfortunately, it is not fast enough, so I use the Office of 

the Actuary projections (Figure 7). Yet, even if we straight-lined the pre-existing trend, I would still expect 

modest future Medicaid spending growth. Again, there are compositional changes at work in these 

projections.  
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Figure 7 

 

My main two observations thus far are: 

1. Outpatient spending has ticked up quite a bit for Medicare, but we do not see it on the private side. 

One way to understand this is that the policy emphasis in Medicare has been on inpatient care. 

Policies such as the readmission program, the hospital acquired conditions program, and value-

based purchasing (pay-for-performance) have all pushed hard to shift the locus of care to 

outpatient settings. We believe these people are very sick, yet they are getting treated more and 

more as outpatients. It makes sense that Medicare outpatient spending would be rising, and since 

this pattern differs from the private insurance trend, it is reasonable to conclude that the Medicare 

policies explain the outcome.  

2. Prescription drug spending has grown notably across all payer classes including and excluding 

Hepatitis C drugs. 

 

I want to review the estimated effects of specialty drugs because they are so important: 

 2014 total US drug spending was $373.9B, up 13.1% (IMS, 2015). We have not seen an annual 

growth rate this high in nearly 20 years!  

 The growth is being driven by innovation, less expiry impact, and pricing dynamics. 

 Spending on specialty medicines grew by 26.5% and reached one-third of medicine spending. 

 Innovations in Hepatitis C, cancer, multiple sclerosis and diabetes drugs drove new spending. 

These new treatments that are advancing our capabilities to treat people, are very important for 

patients, though, of course, we are somewhat worried about the spending side. 

 ASPE estimates that specialty drugs used to treat Hepatitis C accounted for approximately $3.8B 

in Medicare fee-for-service spending in 2014. As I already noted, we anticipate substantial 

moderating of this as prices fall with competition from similar drugs. 

 ASPE estimates the annual PCSK9 cost to Medicare to be $27B (based on 2015 dollars), or 5% of 

total Medicare annual net outlays (in addition to significant spending in private insurance). This 

highlights the spending concern for other expensive drugs that may be in the pipeline. 

 

I will conclude by looking ahead.  

http://www.redaccionmedica.com/contenido/images/IIHI_Use_of_Medicines_Report_2015.pdf
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 On the public side, payment reforms such as Medicare Shared Savings Program rules for 

accountable care organizations (ACO), new and enhanced bundling versions, Part C regulations, 

and the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA), are expected to 

complement private efforts on aligning ACOs and building private exchanges, to attenuate 

spending growth. Also, payment rate reductions via the productivity adjustment continue to impact 

spending over time. Especially in the context of the MACRA legislation, we have emerging 

evidence both at the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and in the academic literature showing 

that there are higher productivity gains than we have previously thought. That makes us optimistic.   

 We expect that a continuation of market trends, such as larger deductibles and narrower networks, 

will also blunt spending growth. While cost sharing certainly deserves credit for pressuring 

spending, I believe it has gotten much more than deserved. 

 Spending growth on prescription drugs is likely to be lower than in 2014 but will persist at levels 

above recent experience. The late stage of development pipeline is well populated with specialty 

drugs. Policy efforts aimed at increased competition could moderate this trend. Examples include 

biosimilar regulations, the President’s proposals to address high cost drugs, pay for delay action, 

and antitrust activities. Targeted negotiation could also help, though political constraints are 

significant, and the odds of legislative enactment any time soon are very low. 

 

Thus, while spending growth may not remain at the very low level of recent years, we do not expect a 

return to anything like the pre-ACA rates experienced in the 2006 to 2010 period. 

 

Henry Aaron: Go Short on Long-Term Spending Projections for Health 
Care 

I want to thank Richard for the compliment at the outset. Based on what I am now going to say, you will 

all be persuaded that his compliment was entirely unjustified!  

 

I will give the conversation a different slant than has been prevalent so far. I would like to start with a 

supposition—long-term budget projections, those that stretch out 75 years, are not being done. There once 

was a time when, as far as health care was concerned, projections went out 25 years. I think there were 

good reasons for limiting health care projections to that period. 

  

First, health care spending, as many studies have indicated, more than on anything else, depends on the 

rate of technological advance. By its very nature, predicting what we will know in the future, the rate at 

which we are going to discover things, is difficult to anticipate. Second, health insurance coverage, in 

contrast to pension coverage, is more analogous to term insurance, the terms of which can be changed on 

relatively short notice and quite dramatically. Medicare coverage and, in particular, provider payment 

decisions have clearly shown this over time. Furthermore, given the uncertainties and the sensitivity of 

health care spending to both public policy and technological changes, projecting even 25 years in advance, 

is, I believe, equivalent to looking through pea-soup fog.   

 

I would point out that when, on a number of occasions today, people mentioned what they referred to as 

long-term projections, if you listened carefully, I believe they were talking about projections stretching a 

relatively small number of years into the future, not the 40, 50 or 75 years that the actuaries do for 

Medicare. But, the Medicare actuaries did move from 25 to 75 year projections for a variety of reasons. 

Partly they wanted to be in sync with Social Security, where I believe 75-year projections are warranted 

and quite valuable, and partly because the Congressional Budget Office began to issue long-term 

projections looking 75 years into the future. 
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The Congressional Budget Office has been not so subtly moving away from emphasis on very long-term 

projections. Recently, they have focused on a 25-year window for their budget projections, and for most 

everything else. You can still can find projections that go further out than that, but they are decidedly 

downplayed and, in fact, in their most recent long run projections volume, it is difficult to find the 75-year 

numbers. The focus is on the period 2015 through 2040. 

 

I would like to comment on the projections of spending categories. I believe that these are difficult to 

interpret if what one is most interested in is the overall growth of health care spending. The poster child for 

why this is the case is drug spending. When drugs are successful, they serve as alternatives to, or means to 

prevent, other forms of health care spending. The very high-priced drugs that have caused a spending 

bump, to which Richard referred, raise important questions about how drugs are priced, which, in turn, 

raises questions about patent laws, licensing requirements, and negotiations. These are tricky issues. But, 

insofar as one is interested in the trend growth of health care spending, either for Medicare or overall 

national health care spending, I think focusing on individual categories of spending is much less profitable.   

 

Returning to my initial theme of the de-emphasis that has been given to very long-term projections, I will 

make a blunt statement: I can think of few activities less socially productive than trying to anticipate per 

capita health care spending 40, 50 or 75 years into the future. Suppose that we had confined our 

projections to 25 years, how worried would we be about rising health care spending? Here is where I 

suspect I am going to deviate from positions many of you hold dear.   

 

Clearly, there are different perspectives one can take when looking at these projections. For Medicare, one 

can take an overall budget perspective: What is the impact of Medicare, or Medicare and Medicaid taken 

jointly, on the federal budget? Or one can take a trust fund perspective: What are the prospects for trust 

fund imbalance? In that case, the only issue is Medicare Part A because the other elements of Medicare are 

statutorily always in balance, as they are financed by premiums plus general revenue sufficient to cover 

expenditures. If one is taking a trust fund perspective, the central issues revolve entirely around Medicare 

Part A; if one is taking a budget perspective then presumably one is interested in the various factors that 

contribute to overall budget balance. These perspectives are not the same. People often segue back and 

forth between them and the result is muddle and confusion. 

 

Let me start with the overall budget. The 2015 long-term budget projections of the CBO anticipate that 

federal health care spending will rise from 5.2% of GDP this year to 8% in 2040—a 2.8 percentage point 

increase. That is my 25-year window. The increase would only be 1.7% if we enjoyed the nirvana of GDP 

plus zero in growth of per capita spending. That is a possibility that CBO entertained in 2015. It did not do 

so only a few years ago. 

 

Next I compare those numbers with what CBO actually did forecast in 2009. Back then, CBO expected 

health care spending this year to be almost exactly what it is. In 2009 they were estimating 5.3% of GDP 

for 2015. In 2040 they had two estimates, 10.6% or 11% of GDP, depending on which of their two 

projections they used. This means, quite simply, that CBO has cut its projection of the growth of the level 

of health care spending as a share of GDP in half in the space of six years. Note that, as I said, a measly 

0.1% of that arises in the base year.   

 

What about the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund perspective? Here I switch to the Centers for Medicare & 

Medicaid Services (CMS) actuaries’ projections. I rely on the 2014 trustees report, and switch metrics 

from percent of GDP to percent of payroll, which is their common measure. In 2014, CMS anticipated that 

the gap between revenues and spending in Medicare hospital insurance would be about zero for this year—

actually, a tiny surplus of six one-hundredths of one percent. They anticipate that it will go to minus 1.1% 

of payroll in 2040, a swing of about 1%. In 2009, the story was rather different. Then, the actuaries 

https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/114th-congress-2015-2016/reports/50250-LongTermBudgetOutlook-4.pdf
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anticipated a deficit this year of 0.6%, but by 2040 it would rise to 4.2%. In addition, the actuaries cut their 

projection in the growth of Medicare hospital insurance spending by more than half.   

 

Allow me return to my original question. If our projection horizon for health care spending were 25 years 

rather than 75 years, what would we be thinking? Our first thought would be that we have a problem that 

we thought was overwhelming but now looks to be manageable. Our second thought would be that we still 

face a challenge—health care spending is still projected to rise faster than GDP, largely because 

enrollment growth is higher than growth of earmarked taxes that we allocate to finance the trust fund that 

pays for Medicare Part A. But, we would note that over a space of only five or six years, the size of the 

problem seems to have been cut roughly in half. 

 

I think we would still be worried, in part because we do not know for certain why the situation improved 

so quickly, and we would be fearful of unpleasant future surprises. We do not know if we are seeing a new 

trend or if we are simply seeing a deviation from the same old trend. Was the slowdown explained mostly 

by the great recession or was it structural change, partly emanating from the ACA, and partly from 

revolutionary changes that are occurring independent of the ACA? We have different perspectives on this 

within this room. I am sure there are people who would weigh the importance of the recession or of trend 

changes very differently. We can feel it in our gut, but I do not think we can prove it with numbers on 

paper or with a spreadsheet. 

 

I think our reaction would be that either way, there is more work to be done. But I submit that if we 

focused on the next 25 years rather than the next 75, there would not be a sense of deep angst or hysteria, 

but instead an awareness of a manageable challenge. I will overstate things a bit in conclusion. We would 

feel that in confronting the health care industry we do not have a tiger by the tail, we have a puppy that 

needs housebreaking.   

 

Editor’s note: Please see the Brookings Institute Blog, “The Next Stage in Health Reform.”  

 

 

Martin Gaynor: What Comes Next? U.S. Health Policy after King v. 
Burwell 

I am not Uwe Reinhardt, and, apparently, I am not funny either, at least according to Richard. When Paul 

Hughes-Cromwick asked me to substitute for Uwe, I was very nervous. I spent a great deal of time 

figuring out if I could come up with wry, pithy, one-liners delivered in a light Germanic accent, but it was 

not working. I sounded like an unfunny Buddy Hackett, no matter what I did. I decided to be myself! As 

Joanne noted, I was recently Director of the Bureau of Economics at the Federal Trade Commission. I am 

now back at Carnegie Mellon. I will give you a presentation today that does not have to bear with the 

practicalities of reality because academia is where the rubber meets the sky. That is where I will be 

operating! 

 

The primary goal of the Affordable Care Act was to expand health insurance coverage. It has done so, and 

the King v. Burwell decision ends challenges to a major component of the ACA, although I think I read 

this morning, that Ted Cruz is introducing amendments to a highway transportation bill intended to gut the 

ACA. We will see if that car drives, but I suspect that it is not going anywhere.  

 

But this is not to say that there are not remaining coverage challenges. We heard about the Medicaid 

expansions, but even if the ACA achieves all of its coverage goals on paper, there will still be many people 

without insurance. My best guess, and I am no longer a Washington insider, is that major policy initiatives 

to expand coverage to those remaining people are not going to happen any time soon.  

http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/health360/posts/2016/05/26-next-stage-health-reform-aaron?utm_campaign=Brookings+Brief&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=30041023&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--2wpWIWCtb4Tt7vTvCThUx5WdhDcJZaZrRcr0CqGISWRANqWRltohhwsdOfcMhYKwUg0z6sbI1pNPBlCGHKk1tAxBFcbp4OnFST90oxSycKOQaDcY&_hsmi=30041023
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I think that it is time to focus on the supply side, which includes spending, prices and quality. The ACA 

does have components aimed at addressing these factors, but more is required. Spending may be ticking 

up. Whether this time is “real” or not, growth will likely resume above the recent historically low rates. 

 

We have had a lot of discussion today on what is the “right” level of spending and spending growth, and 

how big is the underlying problem. I do not know the answer but I am convinced that almost certainly we 

are spending too much on health care based on basic underlying facts. We know that many people are 

heavily insured which creates moral hazard for spending. Information remains generally poor in this 

market. There is significant market power on the part of providers. It stands to reason that we are at the 

point where the last dollar spent is generating less value than a dollar, and in many cases much less. 

 

While remaining agnostic about the right health care spending growth rate, initiatives that address cost 

growth, despite not being coverage policy, clearly impact access. When we reduce the cost of care, we 

reduce the cost of insurance and then, of course, health care becomes more affordable. 

 

Health care spending is obviously not a new problem. This is a facsimile of a drawing by Andy Warhol, a 

Pittsburgh native and Carnegie Mellon alumnus (Figure 1). Perhaps he ran into Herb Simon, the 

economics Nobel laureate, while crossing the cinder-studded campus back in 1949. You can see that 

Warhol was inspired, similar to Campbell soup cans, by real-world events and making art from them. This 

was on auction at Christies. I tried to persuade my wife that it was a good investment. I think you can infer 

what happened. Then I went to my Dean, then I went to the Provost, and I was not successful in any event. 

 

Figure 1 

 
 

 

Figure 2 is a version of the chart you have seen earlier. (Since I am no longer in the federal government, I 

have to do my own slides, and I am quite proud of myself because I hate Microsoft—talk about monopoly 
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problems—and PowerPoint, but I did manage to produce this.) There has been considerable cycling up and 

down in the rate of health spending growth. It never hits zero, which is important, but it does move around. 

For 2014, I use the projection from the CMS actuaries, that shows a bounce in line with other series shown 

today by Richard Frank and Charlie Roehrig.  

 

Figure 2 

 
 

Is the 2014 tick-up real or is it Memorex? I do not know, but it stands to reason that spending growth will 

go back up at some point, as in what goes down must go up. How much will it rise? Again, I have no idea, 

but I do expect it to rise, and I believe that we begin with excess health care spending. 

  

What are policies that might address spending and related factors? Certainly, other dimensions matter such 

as quality, innovation and access. We can distinguish these factors according to demand- and supply-side 

policies.   

 

Demand-side policies run the gamut of interventions designed to turn consumers into more effective 

“shoppers” so that they will constrain the market similar to the way other markets function, such as those 

for paper clips or milk, although I do not think anybody honestly believes that the health care market could 

resemble the market for paper clips! 

 

The classic demand-side policy is changing the degree of cost sharing, and a main example is high 

deductible health plans, where we have witnessed significant growth. Cost sharing is also affected by 

reference pricing, and tiered or narrow networks. The transparency movement aims to educate patients by 

better understanding their alternatives, the relevant prices and even quality measures. Lastly, 
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“empowerment” represents a host of initiatives geared to helping people take account of the range of 

information, and process it to make better decisions. It includes improving patient access to their medical 

records (why would we ever do something that radical!). 

 

In my view, these activities are all fine and certainly have benefits, but it is unrealistic to expect them to 

drive change by themselves. With cost sharing, it is well known, and illustrated by Zack Cooper’s findings, 

that a relatively small proportion of people account for the overwhelming majority of health spending (the 

“20/80” rule). This is so, thankfully, because relatively few people get very sick, but when they do, they 

are expensive. Those people will far exceed their cost-sharing limits under any reasonable health insurance 

plan, which means that they will have no incentive to consider price differences, nor should they, because 

insurance is supposed to protect them against catastrophic financial expenses. A reasonable health 

insurance plan should offer risk protection against exactly this health care situation. 

 

That is a central reason why demand-side policies cannot be expected to drive an entire market, but there 

are others: issues with information, what people understand, and biases in their decision-making. Also, 

there are very powerful provider incentives regarding their payment mechanisms and their market power. 

For all of these reasons, I think that we need to focus on the supply side. 

 

I address two categories of critical supply-side policies: payment and competition. With payment policy, 

we would like to use incentives by payer (Medicare, a private insurance company, Medicaid, etc.) to 

induce providers to do what we believe is “the right thing.” There are many different flavors of such 

policies including ACOs, bundled payments, patient-centered medical homes, capitation, bonuses/ 

penalties, value-based care, and pay for performance. They all try to drive providers to make decisions that 

would benefit patients, or at least work toward stated payer goals. There are many initiatives and potential 

innovations, though at times these feel like policies about which we first heard 10 or 20 or 30 years ago! 

 

Competition policy also aims to generate incentives to get providers to do the right thing, but through 

markets as opposed to payment policy. Competition policy levers include antitrust enforcement, state 

activities with regulations or rules, and similar actions by the federal government. Payment policy can also 

have an impact on these activities. Payment and competition policies can work to improve desired health 

policy objectives, but don’t expect a “first best” outcome; this is not a market for paper clips! 

 

I will use my remaining time to elaborate on these points, but first I want to briefly mention a third supply-

side policy, subsidizing community health centers. These have been shown to be very effective at 

increasing access for low-income populations. They operate on the supply side, and represent a simple, 

direct policy. While the ACA has subsidies for such centers, we should do more, particularly in areas that 

are unprofitable for private providers, where needy patients are not being served. 

 

There has been much analysis of payment policy, including today, but health policy researchers and 

providers have paid relatively little attention to competition policy. I think there is a growing realization of 

its importance, but many are not terribly familiar with competition policy. Yet, it is important in its own 

right. We have a market-based system, though not, of course, a pure market-based one. We do not even 

have a pure market-based system in paper clips; the government intervenes in various ways in that market, 

although not nearly as much as in the health care market. 

 

Health reform will not work if markets do not function well. Think of markets as the chassis upon which 

the health care car runs. If you have a broken chassis, your car is not going anywhere or, it may veer off to 

the left or the right (I will not attach political significance to those directions!). Moreover, markets also 

matter for Medicare and Medicaid. Obviously, for the privately insured, prices are determined by markets, 

and costs and quality are related to these prices. Yet, for Medicare beneficiaries, even though prices are 

administered by CMS, quality is not, nor is access or the level of service. Of course, costs matter to 
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taxpayers. Thus, a well-functioning markets is critical. As Zack Cooper explained, Medicare is extremely 

important, but the privately insured are 60% of the U.S. population. They account for more health care 

spending than do Medicare beneficiaries, although Medicare beneficiaries proportionately account for 

more spending relative to their population size.  

 

My thesis is that payment policy and competition policy are complements, and payment reform will not 

work well if there is little or no competition. Imagine a very powerful provider in a market—a large health 

system, with no close second, in a medium- to large-sized city somewhere in Southwestern Pennsylvania. 

Further imagine that this provider is called University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Health System. Or 

imagine a system named Partners in Boston, or Sutter in Northern California. The list could go on and on. 

Private payers cannot get dominant providers to accept new kinds of payments if those providers object. 

They simply refuse to play ball. That only pertains to the private side.  

 

A provider with substantial market power will negotiate higher payments or more advantageous terms, 

regardless of the payment mechanism. It could be bundled payment or capitation, but they will negotiate 

more generous payments which will drive up cost. Importantly, these new payment models have good 

incentive properties, but only if they manage to put pressure on providers. If providers are able to negotiate 

higher payments, they are no longer under pressure to reduce costs or improve quality, so the incentive 

properties are weakened or eliminated completely. I think this is straightforward, but it is not usually 

discussed. 

 

Another point, earlier made by Louise Sheiner, is that if providers have significant market power, and their 

profits from serving the privately insured are high relative to Medicare or Medicaid, that could have a very 

negative impact on access. In other words, payments cannot do it all—competition serves to discipline 

behavior, and potentially improve quality for Medicare patients. 

 

Medicare basically says, ‘this is the payment, take it or leave it.’ They are the 800-pound gorilla, so they 

do not have the pricing issue faced by private insurers, but they also cannot directly control the quality of 

care, or service or access. This applies to conventional Medicare. Medicare Advantage, in contrast, is run 

by private health insurance companies. We see many news items about pending mergers or those being 

considered in the health insurance industry that would combine very large companies. Consolidation could 

have a large negative impact on how well Medicare Advantage functions. 

 

Competition cannot do it all either, and payments can provide incentives to focus on the right areas. Health 

care markets function to a degree, but there are serious issues. They will never be perfectly competitive 

markets that live on the pages of your Econ 101 textbooks. They are not going to look like a paper clip 

market or retail gasoline or milk. In particular, competition does not necessarily lead to the socially 

optimal or desired outcomes. Payment incentives can help in this context by reinforcing competition 

policy. Certain kinds of payments cannot literally expand the set of competitors, but if there is a target 

based on a national or regional norm, or if there is competitive contracting (for example, centers of 

excellence), then you can expand competition beyond a local or regional market. 

 

What are the policy levers to advance the competition policy goal of making health markets function more 

efficiently? In my view, the idea is to set up the ground rules, and enable organizations to innovate and 

compete with their services or products. Whatever products or services are judged best will survive, and 

the others will not. There are many levers to work toward this end.   

 

First is antitrust enforcement. Having been at the Federal Trade Commission, this is near and dear to my 

heart. The Department of Justice and state Attorneys Generals also pursue antitrust enforcement. CMS has 

not played an active role, but any time there is a hospital merger, a hospital physician acquisition, or an 

insurance merger, CMS and Medicare beneficiaries are affected. It is something that I think the 
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Department of Health and Human Services and CMS should consider further. Of course, they cannot bring 

antitrust suits, but they can weigh in on these developments and I think they would have a powerful voice. 

 

With antitrust enforcement it is critical to build momentum. There seem to be an almost uncountable 

number of mergers in the hospital industry, between hospitals and physicians, with insurance companies, 

and with pharmaceutical companies. Pharmaceutical companies are engaged in an increasingly inventive 

array of strategies designed to slow or prevent entry, including pay for delay and product hopping. I do not 

know what they will come up with next. The agencies need to keep their eye on the ball on those items, but 

there are new areas of focus as well. 

 

Cross-market mergers beg the question of whether and how consolidation of hospital systems in different 

geographic regions affect competition. This is a big issue that has arisen in other areas, for example, in the 

Time-Warner/Comcast merger, which was examined by the U.S. Department of Justice in a similar way to 

health care mergers. The intersection of insurance and provider markets raises the question of vertical 

mergers. Health information technology, which is dominated by a very small number of players and where 

issues like interoperability are key, have functional and strategic aspects. These are areas that need 

scrutiny. 

 

Second is advocacy and information. Sometimes casting sunshine can make a big difference; something 

that can be done at the federal level by many different agencies. At the state level, I think coordinated 

efforts make good sense.  

 

Next is consumer protection. We hear a lot about people receiving surprise out-of-the-network bills from 

an anesthesiologist or an emergency medicine physician, etc. (This despite the contention of the newly 

elected AMA President who said that this does not happen because insurance companies do not pay 

doctors enough.) Some states are taking action, but I do not think there is a federal entity that is directly 

addressing this issue. Network information is starting to be addressed. I talked about patient electronic 

health records above.   

 

Fourth, Federal agencies can and do many things, including network adequacy requirements, reference 

pricing, and biosimilar naming conventions—how they are named relative to the actual biologic can have a 

significant impact on competition. We know it does for molecules, but we do not have as much 

information for biologics. Licensing and regulation is a huge area in health care, as well as in many other 

markets.   

 

Finally, there is state activity and scrutiny. In some states you have to be licensed to do African hair 

braiding or to paint nails, while in others you do not. I am referring to scope of practice regulations for 

nurses, psychologists, pharmacists, etc. These can have very big effects. States are engaged in many other 

activities. There are multiple regulations or rules that determine how markets can function, including any 

willing provider laws, certificate of need, and narrow networks. Some states are engaged in monitoring, 

such as Massachusetts with the Health Policy Commission, which appears to have quite salutary effects. 

Texas has an ACO review apparatus, and so on. States are also involved in transparency initiatives. 

 

There are many levers at various levels of government that have profound impacts on health care markets 

and consequently the health care system, and health reform efforts. I think we need to pay even more 

attention to these areas and there is a need for communication and, to the extent feasible, coordination 

across different levels or government.   

 

In conclusion, expanding insurance coverage has been a critical social goal. The ACA has accomplished a 

great deal, but more remains to be done, though it seems quite unlikely we will see new major policy any 

time soon. This convinces me that we should focus on the supply side. Payment policy and competition 
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policy are complements. We have paid a lot of attention to payment policy and, appropriately so, but I 

think we need to aggressively address competition policy where there are important roles for varied 

players in the federal and state governments.  

 

Lastly, I want to mention the political economy (Figures 3 and 4). There will be pushback against stronger 

incentives and tougher competition. We saw that in the 1990s with managed care followed by a huge 

backlash. I do not think we can draw a scientific inference from a small number of observations, but we 

saw total spending growth dip in the 1990s, and managed care likely played a role. The backlash, including 

activities at the state level, likely affected the subsequent increase in spending growth. We should be 

prepared for resistance to stronger incentives and tougher competition, and we must not let those efforts 

succeed.  Thank you. 

 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4

International Growth in Health 
Spending, 2000-2011

Source: OECD Health Statistics 2013, OECD (http://www.oecd.org/health/healthdata) 

US
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Session IV. Questions and Answers 

 

Dan Ellis 

I am a former hospital administrator. Richard, I heard Henry talk about the increase that we are facing in 

the next 25 years of about 2.8% of GDP for health care spending. We know that Federally Qualified 

Health Centers (FQHCs) and other community based organizations can provide care at perhaps 7% of the 

cost at hospitals. We also have 10 million people that are dually enrolled in Medicare and Medicaid. From 

a policy perspective, why is there not a shift to have more of these patients treated in FQHCs to prevent the 

excessive overhead we see in hospitals, or at least more discussion of this? 

 

Richard Frank 

I think that we have been pushing very hard to do exactly that. We have put billions of dollars into FQHCs 

that were not there previously. The new “doc fix” legislation, MACRA, adds billions more. Our efforts to 

reduce readmissions and hospital acquired conditions, aim to make hospitals more effective, encouraging 

people to seek follow-up treatment outside the hospital, thus shifting the locus of care. The data suggest 

that we are experiencing success in doing that. 

 

 

 

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/Value-Based-Programs/MACRA-MIPS-and-APMs/MACRA-MIPS-and-APMs.html
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Tom Getzen, Executive Director, International Health Economics Association 

I build the long-term medical cost trends model for the Society of Actuaries. To be frank Henry, I often 

feel like I am on a fool’s errand, but I think it may be worthwhile. By the way Marty, I would have 

chipped in to help you buy the Warhol print! 

 

Martin Gaynor 

It may not be too late. 

 

Tom Getzen 

We do our modeling mostly looking out 5 to 25 years, but I think we have an obligation to go out further. 

When I am at the university teaching undergraduates and I want to engage them in long-term thinking, I 

ask them to look at their paystub and see what is shown for the FICA OASDI deduction. I note that they 

are paying for my health insurance and will continue to do so for the next 20, 30, 40 years before they can 

collect for themselves. Do we not have to make some people look at the very long run, to make a credible 

commitment to 20- and 25-year olds, in order to keep them paying for my health care? 

 

Henry Aaron 

No.  Let me elaborate. I think you have an obligation to explain to 20 to 25 year olds that they have an 

interest in a health care system that is fairly inclusive, and managed the way that Marty Gaynor outlined in 

his presentation. In addition, explain to them that, much as one would like to be able to peer into the 

indefinite future, some things are not foreseeable given current techniques and abilities. Point out to them 

that, the commitment that is important to make is to sound financing of the system at each point in time.  

Adjustments can and will be made when, as is inevitable, surprises occur. It seems to me that investing in 

efforts, and I do not mean this in any ad hominem way, to project numbers that are mostly noise and not 

much signal, is not the best way to spend one’s time. 

 

Paul Hughes-Cromwick 

Richard, the coverage expansion has been largely positive, yet there are, as Marty reminded us, tens of 

millions still left out, even with the increase in the size of the mandate penalty. Is this something we must 

accept, that is, 20 to 25 million uninsured people? 

 

 

Richard Frank 

I do not think we will wind up with 20 or 25 million uninsured, but we will have a significant number. 

That has to do with a variety of reasons related to the demographic flows in our country, plus the politics 

of immigration. Even in Massachusetts, which is about as receptive to covering the uninsured as any place 

on earth (except perhaps for Sweden), there were initially about 5% without insurance, and now about 

3.2% remain uncovered. That would be my ultimate goal, but I would go north of that for the country as a 

whole. 

 

Joanne Kenen  

Since Len told us that much of the data is poor, but we should be wonderfully optimistic anyway, we will 

end with him asking the final question. 

 

Len W. Nichols 

For this “lightening round,” I have a brief question for each of you. Marty, I want the two top things we 

should do to enhance competition policy. Richard, what the hell are we going to do about drug prices? 

Henry, I love your puppy analogy, but I am afraid it is actually a Labrador whose parents have not quite 

learned how fast it grows. What should we do in the next five years? 

 

 

https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/quickfacts/prog_highlights/RatesLimits2016.html
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Martin Gaynor 
Since the antitrust enforcement agencies are so short of the funding, which they and many other agencies 

deserve, I do not think we can expect much more from them. I think we can expect action in two places. 

First, the states, empowered by recent court decisions, have the opportunity to promote transparency. 

Second, I think federal agencies, outside of antitrust enforcement, have begun to take a more active role on 

competition policy issues, which can and should be expanded. 

 

Richard Frank 

To take a page from Marty’s book, I think competition policy can help. How we deal with biosimilars is 

going to be very important, both on the Food and Drug Administration regulatory side and on the payment 

side. The move towards bundling and trying to integrate prescription drugs will help considerably. There 

are a variety of antitrust and legislative actions such as pay-for-delays, product hopping, etc., where we can 

have incremental success. However, on one hand we have been celebrating an empty drug pipeline, and on 

the other we are wringing our hands about the development and marketing of expensive drugs. It is not a 

trivial advance that people can now be cured of Hepatitis C and, in fact, devoting spending there is a good 

thing. My guess is that it is cost effective even if it does not result in huge offsets down the road. 

 

Henry Aaron 

I will answer a piece of Marty’s question based on recent experience with the DC Health Exchange. The 

advent of health exchanges at the state level, and the federal exchange covering many more states, is a 

major innovation. Until now, the exchanges have been mostly occupied with clerical tasks, trying to get 

people enrolled, send bills, implement insurance coverage, etc. Under statute they have considerable 

regulatory powers. I look forward to the time when the clerical tasks have been undertaken successfully, 

the problems solved, and the exchanges can become regulators of an insurance market to bring about a 

measure of competition among insurers that could transform them from simply being pass-through entities 

paying bills, to true forces for shaping the health care market. 

 

Joanne Kenen  

On that note, we will be back here next year to continue the conversation about utilization patterns versus 

the recession hangover and myriad related factors. Thank you to all! 

 

 

 


